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This is a fact sheet for CustomSuper®. The fact sheets andmember benefit schedule are important documents. You should read them
with the applicable product disclosure statement to understand how CustomSuper works.

The information in this document forms part of the product disclosure statement for CustomSuper® dated 1 July 2015 (PDS). To
understand how CustomSuper works, read the PDS, fact sheets and yourmember benefit schedule.

Information in this documentmay change from time to time.Wemay update information which is notmaterially adverse to you and
make it available at amp.com.au/pdsupdates. A paper copy of the update can also be obtained (at no charge) by calling us (details at
the end of this document) or from your financial adviser.

The informationprovided in this document is general information only anddoes not take into account your personal financial situation
or needs. You should obtain financial advice tailored to your personal circumstances.

If you would like advice on your insurance cover in this super product, contributions to your account or investment options, you can
call us on 1300 769 736. A fee will not be charged for this once-off intrafund advice. If you would like to obtain other financial advice,
ongoing financial advice or other information about your account, you should speak to a financial adviser.

CustomSuper is part of the AMP Superannuation Savings Trust. AMP Superannuation Limited is the trustee and is referred to as ASL,
trustee,we or us in this document.

No other company in the AMP group of companies or any of the investment managers of the investment options:
– is responsible for any statements or representations made in this document
– guarantees theperformance of ASL’s obligations tomembers, or assumes any liability tomembers in connectionwith this product.

Except as expressly disclosed in the PDS or a fact sheet:
– investments in the investment options are not deposits or liabilities of ASL, AMP Bank Limited ABN 15 081 596 009 (AMP Bank),

any other member of the AMP group or any of the investment managers
– no person guarantees the performance of this super product or any of the investment options, any particular rate of return or

the repayment of capital.

The trustee may enter into financial or other transactions with related bodies corporate in relation to this product. That related body
corporate may be entitled to earn fees, profits, reimbursements or expenses or other benefits in relation to any such appointment or
transaction and to retain them for its own account.

CustomSuper is managed and administered in accordance with the PDS, fact sheets and your member benefit schedule. Wemay
change thewayCustomSuper ismanaged and administered at any timewith, in the case of an increase in fees, at least 30 days’ notice.
Otherwise, notice will be provided before or as soon as practicable after the change occurs.

This offer is available only to persons receiving (including electronically) the PDS,member benefit schedule and fact sheets within
Australia.

Issued by AMP Superannuation Limited ABN 31 008 414 104, AFSL No. 233060, RSE Licence No. L0000550, the trustee of the AMP
Superannuation Savings Trust ABN 76 514 770 399.

Youwill receive amember benefit schedule, which describes the benefits and features specific to yourmembership of when you join
CustomSuper. Familymemberswishing to joinCustomSuper should contact us to request theCustomSuper PDSanda Familymember
application form.

http://amp.com.au/pdsupdates


Section ₁:

How
CustomSuper
works
In this section you’ll learn more about super and how it works:

When you can access your super
We explain the rules around accessing your super.
What is preservation age, a retirement age and what are conditions of
release.

Your beneficiaries

Making the transition to retirement
What is a transition to retirement and what is involved?

Keeping you informed
What information we’ll send you.



Super is one of the best ways to save for retirement. There are tax concessions whichmake saving through super more
effective than investing in the samemarkets outside of super. You can access many kinds of investments and enjoy
tax benefits designed to help you maximise your retirement savings.

Saving in super is, in part, compulsory. If you’re a salary or wage earner, your employer has to make Super Guarantee
contributions to your fund. And if you’re self-employed, contributing to super not only helps you save for retirement,
but also offers you good tax deductions.

When you can access your super

Generally, you can take your super once you have:
– permanently retired after reaching your preservation age
– stopped employment at age 60 or over
– reach age 65, or
– reach your preservation age, but you keep working, and start a transition to retirement income stream.

Your preservation age

Your preservation age is the minimum age you can draw on your super and varies depending on when you were born.

Preservation ageDate of birth

55Before 1 July 1960

561 July 1960 to 30 June 1961

571 July 1961 to 30 June 1962

581 July 1962 to 30 June 1963

591 July 1963 to 30 June 1964

601 July 1964 and after

Retirement

You are retired if you have reached your preservation age and, stopped employment. Plus, if you stoppedworking before
or at age 60, we need to be reasonably satisfied that you do not intend to return to work for 10 or more hours a week.

Your retirement age for social security purposes

Your retirement age is important as it is the age when you access the age pension.

It is currently age 65. From 2017 the retirement age will increase by six months every two years until it reaches 67.

Super benefit components

Super benefits consist of three parts:
– Unrestricted non-preserved: you can access this amount at any time.
– Restricted non-preserved: generally, you can access this amountwhen you stopworking for the employer who has

contributed to your account.
– Preserved: you can access this amount only in certain circumstances set by super law.

All contributions and investment earnings since 1 July 1999 are preserved. Any non-preserved amounts you have
accumulated before this date remain as non-preserved.

You will see these components in your annual statement.
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When you must take your super benefit

Super rules do not require you to take your benefits at any maximum age. This allows you to keep your investment in
your account indefinitely. Your benefit must be paid out on your death.

Current unclaimed monies legislation for members over age 65 requires us to transfer your benefit to the Australian
Tax Office (ATO) if all of the following conditions are met:
– you have not contributed to your super in the last two years
– it has been five years or more since you have transacted on your account or we last had contact with you, and
– we are unable to contact you after reasonable efforts have been made.

Transfer to another super fund

You can ask us to transfer your super benefit to another super fund at any time.

If you transfer your whole balance any insurance cover will generally cease on the date of transfer.

Conditions of release

Generally, the circumstances in which you can access your preserved super include:
– you are permanently retiring after reaching your preservation age
– you stop employment at age 60 or over
– you reach age 65
– you have a terminal medical condition
– you become permanently incapacitated
– you qualify on compassionate grounds or severe financial hardship
– If you were a temporary resident1 of Australia, when you permanently leave Australia and you request in writing

for the release of your benefits. (This option is not available to holders of subclasses 405 and 410 visas, Australian
or New Zealand citizens, or Australian permanent residents).

– you reach preservation age, but you do not retire or stop working and you commence a transition to retirement
strategy2

– you stop working for the employer who has contributed to your account and purchase a certain type of income
stream or annuity, or

– in certain circumstances, where your benefit is less than $200 and your employment with an employer-sponsor
has been terminated.

Temporary residents ofAustralia: If you are anon-resident and youpermanently leaveAustralia andhavenotwithdrawn
your super benefit within six months of your temporary visa expiring, we may be required to pay your benefit to the
ATO, after which you will need to apply to the ATO to claim your super.

Super funds are, under certain circumstances, required to transfer a temporary resident's super to the ATO following
their departure from Australia. Such a transfer would only occur when at least six months have passed since the
temporary resident's visa had ceased to be in effect, they had left Australia and not taken their benefit. Former
temporary residents can subsequently access their benefit from the ATO. The ATO can be contacted on 131 020.
Relying on relief provided by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC), the trustee is not obliged
to notify or give an exit statement to a member who was a temporary resident where we transfer their super to the
ATO following their departure from Australia.

1

Pleasenote: There are limited conditions of release available to you if youare orwere a temporary resident. Irrespective
of whether you have left Australia, your account can only be released under the following conditions:
– death
– terminal medical condition
– temporary incapacity
– permanent incapacity
– you leave Australia permanently and apply in writing for the release of their benefits
– trustee payments to the ATO under the Superannuation (UnclaimedMoney and Lost Members) Act 1999
– release authorities under the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997
– if you met a condition of release allowed under a superannuation law before 1 April 2009.

Please note: If you are or were a temporary resident, you will generally not be able to access your benefit under the
following conditions of release:
– on retirement
– on reaching age 65.

A transition to retirement income stream is an annuity or pension fromwhich lump-sumwithdrawals are generally
not permitted and there is a maximum limit on the amount of income you can receive each year.

2
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Permanent incapacity, terminal medical condition, compassionate grounds and severe financial
hardship

You can access some or all of your super benefits at any age in certain circumstances – for example, if you have a
terminal medical condition, retirement due to permanent incapacity, severe financial hardship or compassionate
grounds.

There are specific conditions for the release of benefits and, in the case of compassionate grounds, release is also subject
to approval by the Department of Human Services and the Trustee.

You are permanently incapacitated if the Trustee is reasonably satisfied that your ill health (whether physical ormental)
makes it unlikely that you will engage in gainful employment for which you are reasonably qualified by education,
training or experience.

You suffer a terminal medical condition if the following circumstances exist:
– Two registered medical practitioners have certified, jointly or separately, that you suffer from an illness, or have

incurred an injury, that is likely to result in your death within a period (the certification period) that ends not more
than 24 months after the date of the certification.

– At least one of the registeredmedical practitioners is a specialist practising in an area related to the illness or injury
suffered.

– For each of the certificates, the certification period has not ended.

Your account balance on death

If you die, your account balance will be transferred to the AMP Cash Plus investment option, as at the date we are
notified of your death.

Anti-detriment payments—extra amount for some death benefit payments

Tax lawmay allow us to pay an extra amount if we pay your death benefit directly to certain dependant(s) (or indirectly
to them via your legal personal representative/estate).

Your beneficiaries

If you are age 18 years or over, you can nominate one or more beneficiaries to receive your death benefit. Generally, all
beneficiaries must be your dependant(s). You can also nominate your estate (we call this your legal personal
representative). If you are under age 18, you or your parent or guardian cannot make a death benefit nomination.

Who is a dependant?

A dependant under superannuation law includes:
– your spouse (including a de facto spousewhether of the opposite or same sex), your children (including an adopted

child, a stepchild, or ex-nuptial child).
– any person who is financially dependent on you, and
– any person with whom you have an interdependency relationship. A person must be a dependant on the date of

your death to be a beneficiary.

There is more detailed information about who is a dependant and inter-dependent relationships in the other super
information guide available from amp.com.au/customsuper

You can choose how you want your death benefit paid.

You have a choice of:
– Binding nomination
– Non-lapsing nomination
– Non-binding (or preferred) nomination
– No nomination

These options are discussed in detail below.

Before you consider making a nomination, there are a number of factors that you should keep in mind, for example,
the type of beneficiary you nominate can have tax implications for your dependent(s) when they receive your Death
benefit.

For this reason, we strongly recommend that you discuss your nomination with your financial adviser.
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Binding nomination

Binding nominations are valid for a period of up to three years, andmust be renewed on expiry. In most circumstances
wemust pay your benefit to the beneficiaries you have nominated in a valid binding nomination and in the proportions
you have specified.

You must be aged 18 or over to make a binding nomination.

For a binding nomination to be valid:
– the total allocation must equal 100% andmust be in whole numbers
– you can only nominate a dependant and/or your estate/legal personal representative (LPR)
– your nominationmust be signed and dated in the presence of twowitnesses who are over age 18 andwho are not

nominated beneficiaries.

Whenwe receive your nominationwewill not check if your nominated beneficiaries are your dependants or your legal
personal representative.

Details of what will make a binding nomination invalid and treated as a non-binding nomination are outlined under
the headingwhen will my binding or non-lapsing nomination be treated as a non-binding nomination?.

Non-lapsing nomination

FromNovember2015, non-lapsingnominationswhichdonot expire (and sodonotneed tobe renewed)will be available.
A non-lapsing nomination is a request by you to the trustee to pay your benefit to the beneficiaries youhave nominated
and in the proportions you have specified. If the trustee consents to the nomination and it is valid at the time of your
death, the trustee is bound to pay your death benefit in accordance with the nomination.

A non-lapsing nomination will continue to apply until you revoke an existing nomination or make a new nomination.
In certain circumstances a non-lapsing nomination will be treated as a non-binding nomination - seewhen will my
binding or non-lapsing nomination be treated as a non-binding nomination? in this fact sheet.

It is important that you review your non-lapsing nomination regularly to ensure that it is still appropriate for you.

You must be aged 18 or over to make a non-lapsing nomination.

For a non-lapsing nomination to be valid:
– the total allocation must equal 100% andmust be in whole numbers
– you can only nominate a dependant and/or your estate/legal personal representative (LPR)
– your nominationmust be signed and dated in the presence of twowitnesses who are over age 18 andwho are not

nominated beneficiaries.

Whenwe receive your nominationwewill not check if your nominated beneficiaries are your dependants or your legal
personal representative.

Details of what will make a binding nomination invalid and treated as a non-binding nomination are outlined under
the headingwhen will my binding or non-lapsing nomination be treated as a non-binding nomination?

When will my binding or non-lapsing nomination be treated as a non-binding nomination?

Wewill automatically treat your nomination as though it was a non-binding nomination if:
– you and/or your witnesses do not sign or complete the binding nomination correctly
– if youhavea lapsingbindingnomination, three yearshavepassed fromthedate you signed thebindingnomination

form (you will need to reconfirm your nomination every three years if you want to continue to have a binding
nomination)

– any nominated beneficiary dies before you die
– any nominated beneficiary (other than the legal personal representative (LPR) ) is not a dependant at the date of

your death
– your relationship changes after signing the Binding Nomination form or the non-lapsing nomination form, eg you

get married, enter into a de facto relationship, get divorced or your de facto relationship ends.

If you revoke your binding nomination or your non-lapsing nomination inwritingwithoutmaking another nomination,
then wemust pay your death benefit in accordance with the no nomination option.

Nominating a beneficiary under Power of Attorney

You can nominate a person or persons under a power of attorney to operate your membership. To do so, send us a
certified copy of a valid power of attorney together with a declaration that the appointment has not been revoked. The
legislation is different for each state and further information can be found online at
australia.gov.au/content/powers-of-attorney.
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You must explicitly state in the power of attorney document that you allow the person you have nominated as your
attorney to nominate themselves as a beneficiary of your super, if this is your desire. If you don't explicitly state that
the appointed attorney can nominate themselves as a beneficiary the trustee will not implement any direction from
the attorney to do so.

Non-binding death benefit nomination

Withanon-binding (or preferred) nomination the trusteemustpay yourdeathbenefit to oneormoreof your dependants
or LPR in proportions that the trustee determines. If no dependant or LPR is appointed within a reasonable time, the
trustee must pay your death benefit to any other person or persons in proportions which the trustee determines.

A non-binding nomination will continue to apply until you cancel an existing nomination or make a new one.

No nomination

If you donotmake a nomination or you cancel your existing nomination,wemust pay your death benefit to your estate.
However, if your estate is insolvent or if an LPR has not been appointed within a reasonable period of time, then we
will look to pay your dependants; or, if none, other persons in proportions which the trustee determines.

If you do not have a death benefit nomination you should consider making a will.

It is important to review your nomination regularly and update it if your circumstances change.

It’s important to understand the differences between a binding and non-binding nomination and the definitions
of a dependant, as this may affect the payment of your benefit and its taxation.

For more details about the terms and conditions relating to each of these options, please refer to your beneficiaries
section in this guide.

Making the transition to retirement

Investing in a retirement account under the transition to retirement rules

When you reach preservation age and you are still working, you can invest in both super and retirement accounts under
the transition to retirement (TTR) rules.

You must make at least one payment a year from your retirement account and you can withdraw up to 10% of the
account balance each year.

A retirement account under the transition to retirement rules does not generally allow lump-sumwithdrawals until
you can access your super.

You can find more information about transition to retirement rules at amp.com.au or speak to your financial adviser.
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Keeping you informed

Statements and other correspondence will be sent to you based on your communications preference ie electronically,
either through email or to your My Portfolio account, or by post.

This correspondence includes:
– welcome letter
– member benefit schedule
– confirmation of certain transactions
– annual statement
– annual update.

If you leave you will receive:
– payment summary and/or superannuation rollover benefit statement
– exit statement.

The annual report for CustomSuper is available from amp.com.au/customsuper.

You should keep a copy of the above information, the PDS, yourmember benefit schedule and the fact sheets for future
reference.

Electronic communications

This product is moving to electronic communications. By joining this product, you agree to receive or access all of our
communications, such as confirmation of transactions, annual statements and other correspondence, by an electronic
means (such as from our secure website, MyPortfolio). We will notify you when this occurs.

Member tip

Help us to keep you informed.Wewant tomake sure you receive all the information you need tomanage your super.
Please let us know immediately if your personal details change.
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Section ₂:

Family
membership
In this section we highlight:

Employee and Family member information

Role of parents and guardians

When a member turns 18 years of age



Employee and Family member information

CustomSuper offers a member of an employee member’s family the opportunity to join and enjoy the many benefits
of CustomSuper. These benefits may not be available in a standard retail or personal super fund.

A family member is a person who in relation to an employee member or former employee member is:
– their spouse, child, parent, sibling, grandparent, grandchild, spouse’s parent, spouse’s sibling, spouse of a child of

the person, or
– a person in an interdependency relationship with them.

Eligibility for family membership is subject to a minimum age of 13 years.

Family member information

Benefits

Family membership offers the following benefits to family members:

Fee discounts – You will receive the same corporate discounts as an employeemember (as applicable). This is provided
through a MySuper Fee Rebate applicable to only the balance held in the AMPMySuper investment option and/or a
Administration Fee Rebatewhich applies to Choice investment options (see theMySuper fee rebate and administration
fee rebate headings in the fees and other costs section).

Investment option choice – You can access and invest in the investment option range offered by the plan. See the
investment guide fact sheet.

Insurance – If you are aged 16 years or over you may apply for Death Only or Death and TPD insurance cover. See
insurance by AMP Life section for insurance cover details and conditions.

Apremiumrate guide is alsoprovided in the familymember only premiumrate tableheading in the insurancepremiums
section. For a list of the details needed when requesting an indicative insurance premium quote, please see premium
quotes heading in the insurance premiums section.

My Portfolio – An online AMP feature that allows all members to view information about their account at their own
leisure. My Portfolio is available through amp.com.au/customsuper.

Taxoffset (rebates) - If the spouseof anemployeemember is a family or spousemember and the spouse is a low-income
earner, then a tax offset may be available if an employee member contributes to their spouse’s account. See the tax
and social security section for details.

Customer ServiceCentre–Available to familymembers toobtaingeneral informationabout their CustomSuper account.

How to apply

If your spouse or a family member would like to join your CustomSuper plan:
– Contact AMPCorporate Super to request theCustomSuper PDS and a familymember application form. If insurance

is required and available, you will also need the family member insurance application form and the short form
personal statement.

– Read the PDS and product fact sheets (available at amp.com.au/customsuper).
– Complete the familymember application form, familymember insurance application form (if applicable) and short

form personal statement (if applicable).
– Forward the completed forms to AMP Corporate Super (contact details on the back cover) with a cheque or request

for a rollover/transfer, which must meet the minimum initial investment requirement of $1,000.

Membership will only be considered upon receipt of the minimum investment requirement and a fully completed
application form.Wemay accept or reject an application at our discretion. The trustee will notify your spouse or family
member if their application for membership has been accepted.

For insurance, the insurer will consider their medical history, likely future good health, occupation, lifestyle, and any
other information the Insurer may require before deciding whether to accept an application for insurance cover.
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Other family membership information

If your investment option selection is not complete, all assets in your CustomSuper accountwill be invested in the AMP
MySuper investment option until another investment option is selected.

You will have the contributions fee (if any) deducted from your account balance, even if the CustomSuper employer
pays the contribution fee for the employee members in its plan.

You must leave the CustomSuper plan:
– when the employee member leaves the plan.
– when your account balance is less than $1,000 and no contribution has been received for 12 months or more, or
– if youno longer have a family relationship to the employeemember (eg the employeemember and spouse divorce).

You or the employee member must inform us if you no longer have a family relationship to the employee member.

If we have not been advised where your CustomSuper account is to be paid upon leaving, then the standard payment
process will apply.

See the payment process heading under the sectionwhat happens on leaving or retirement.

Role of parents and guardians

If you are under the age of 18, your parent or guardian needs to co-sign your application.

You should discuss with your parent or guardian any decisions regarding:
– applying for a super account,
– applying for, changing or cancelling insurance cover,
– lump sumwithdrawals,
– cooling-off,
– change of contact details, and
– investment option selection, including switching.

Your parent or guardian must act with care to protect your interests and ensure the decisions are appropriate to your
needs.

A parent or guardian should always ensure that withdrawals are used for your (and no one else’s) benefit.

A guardian should contact us if they cease to be the guardian or if they wish to advise of a change to the guardianship
of the member.

The role of being a parent or guardian is a serious and important responsibility. The trustee takes no responsibility for
ensuring that a parent or guardian complies with their legal and moral obligations to the applicant.

For further information on guardianship responsibilities, contact your legal adviser or the guardianship body in your
state or territory.

When a member turns ₁₈years of age
When you turn 18 years of age, the parent or guardian is removed from your account and you can make all decisions
regarding the account.

If this applies to you, we will write to you when you turn 18 years of age to confirm your contact details.
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Section ₃:

Investing in super
In this section we highlight:

Your investment options
We have a range of investments to suit your investment needs, whether
it’s a simple low-cost strategy, a lifecycle or risk based strategy, or a
sophisticated approachwhich gives you access to lots of specialised funds.

What sort of investor are you?
This will help you determine your attitude to risk and the types of
investments you’ll be most comfortable with.

Unit pricing and how it works
A quick overview of how unit prices are set.

Understanding risk
All investments involve some level of risk. It is important to understand
the different types of risk your investment will face.

Auto-rebalancing
We explain this feature and how it works.



Choosing your investment options

Before you start, there are three things to consider:
– Your investment goals: Are they short-term or long-term goals? Howmuch will you need?
– Your timeframe:When do you want to retire? If you’ve already retired, how long will your money last?
– Your attitude to risk : Are you comfortable with negative returns in the short-term when seeking higher returns

over the long-term? Or, are you more comfortable with moderate and consistent returns?

Ourwhat investor style am I? simulator is a quick way to help you work out your investment style. It shows the
relationship between risk and return as well as the impact of your time horizon. Visit amp.com.au/investorstyle.

We have a number of super and retirement calculators available at amp.com.au/calculators to help youmake the right
decisions. You can also watch a range of educational videos at amp.com.au/videos.

Deciding what type of investor you are

Ourwhat investor style am I? simulator is a quick way to help you work out your investment style. It shows the
relationship between risk and return as well as the impact of your time horizon. Visit amp.com.au/investorstyle.

We have a number of other calculators available at amp.com.au/calculators. You can also watch a range of educational
videos at amp.com.au/videos.

What it means to invest

It is important to remember that when you invest in a particular investment option(s) you are selecting an exposure
to certain types of assets such as cash, fixed interest, property, alternative assets, or shares. You do not receive any
direct entitlement to the assets underlying the investment option(s).

How your investment is valued

When investing in a fund through superannuation, your contribution will appear either as a dollar amount or as units.
This will also affect how your returns are credited to your account, which will either be as a:
– crediting rate investment
– unitised investment.

Crediting rate investment

Some investmentshave a crediting rate insteadof aunit price, suchas termdeposits and cash investments. The crediting
rate is similar to an interest rate, but it can be negative, is not guaranteed and can change at any time without notice.

The crediting rate is accrued daily and paid to your account according to the frequency specified.

Unitised investment

The bestway to allowmany different investors to invest at the same time is to issue units, which represent a proportion
of the underlying assets of the total investment. This also allows people to withdraw at a time that suits them. The
value of the investment will change over time and unit prices will vary in line with this. When you invest in a unitised
investment we allocate units to you based on the investment amount and unit price.

Unit
pricex

Number of units held
in the option=

Value of your
investment option
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Setting unit prices

AMP Life values the assets in each investment option at market prices andmakes allowances (based on estimates) for:
– investment income and capital gains
– provision for tax on investment income and capital gains
– the costs of transacting
– operational costs incurred in maintaining property and other direct investments
– any administration fee, MySuper administration fee, investment fees, MySuper investment fees and performance

based fees.

The result of this valuation is then divided by the total number of units allocated. This gives the unit price. Unit prices
will generally rise and fall with movements in the value of the underlying assets.

Listed assets are valued at the end of each day using the price at that time. Other assets are valued in accordance with
our valuation policy.

If new investments are expected to exceedwithdrawals from an investment option, then asset valuesmay be adjusted
by adding an allowance for some or all of the costs of buying assets. This will increase the unit price.

If new investments are expected to be less than withdrawals from an investment option, then asset values may be
adjusted by subtracting an allowance for some or all of the costs of selling assets. This will decrease the unit price.

However, instead of the above, a release price (see the release price section in the fees and other costs section of this
fact sheet) may be applied when a CustomSuper employer requests:
– all or part of the assets invested in a plan account to be switched to another investment option, or
– a withdrawal in order to transfer funds to another super plan or fund.

In these cases, asset values will be adjusted by subtracting the estimated costs of selling assets, thereby reducing the
unit price (Release price).

Calculating unit prices

AMP Life calculates unit prices each Sydney business day and generally, makes this price available the following Sydney
business day.

What unit price or crediting rate will you receive?

You will receive the latest unit price calculated as at the date we receive all relevant information at an AMP processing
centre, provided it is received before 3pm Sydney time on a Sydney business day. Otherwise, it will be the unit price
applicable for the next Sydney business day.

If we need to delay switches or withdrawals you will receive the unit price available at the time the transaction occurs.

Monitoring unit prices

AMP Life has processes in place to check the accuracy of unit prices. Youwill be compensated directly into your account
for any errors equal to or greater than 0.30% that affected the value of your transaction.

If you have closed your account, AMP Life will:
– pay compensation directly into another of your AMP accounts
– if your benefit is not preserved, send you a compensation payment if the payment is above a dollar minimum set

by the trustee, or
– roll the compensation into the AMP Eligible Rollover Fund.

If we are unable to contact you or the payment is below a dollarminimum, the compensationwill be paid into the fund
on an unallocated basis.

The trustee, acting in members’ interests, and AMP Life may agree to make other adjustments, as appropriate.
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Risks of investing

In this sectionwe look at some risks of investing. All investments have risk and youmay not get back the same amount
you invested, so it’s important to understand what the risks are.

DescriptionType of risk

The value of your investment can rise and fall. Even if the investment rises, it may not
perform according to your expectations, or the investmentmanagers may not be able to
achieve their stated aims and objectives.

Investment risk

Your money may lose its purchasing power with inflation. When prices go up, your
investment also needs to go up by at least the rate of inflation or the real value of your
investment will decline.

Inflation risk

The risk your funds are invested at an unfavourable point in the investment cycle. For
instance, buying into a market at higher market prices than those available soon after.

Timing risk

Changes in market conditions which may adversely impact your investments, such as
inflation, interest rates and global events.

Market risk

Systemic risk refers to major movements across several asset classes, or to the entire
systemsimultaneously. This is generally due to someevent affecting theeconomic system,
eg global financial crisis.

Systemic risk

Liquidity risk refers to how quickly an asset can be bought and sold in the market place.
eg direct property, hedge funds and unlisted equity investments.

Liquidity risk

Interest rates affect all markets, particularly cash, cash-like securities and fixed interest
investments. For instance, bonds will generally lose value if market interest rates are
higher than the bond’s fixed rate.

Interest rate risk

International investments are subject to the normalmarket risks, currency risk (exchange
rate losses) and the legal risk that the laws of other countries may not provide adequate
protection.

International investment
risk

Individual asset class risk

Each type of market – also known as an asset class – has its own risks.

DescriptionAsset class

Shares are generally classified as a ‘growth’ asset and include Australian shares and
international shares (which may be hedged or unhedged to the Australian dollar).

Shares

Specific risks include:
– industry risk factors
– disappointing profits and dividends
– management changes
– reassessment of the outlook for the company or industry
– currency risk for any investment in unhedged global shares.

Property is generally classified as a ‘growth’ asset and covers listed and direct property,
and global and Australian property.

Property

Risks of property include:
– vacancies
– location
– unprofitable property development activities
– declining values
– share market volatility
– delays in approvals
– liquidity
– international investment risk (global property).

Fixed interest is generally classified as a ‘defensive’ asset and covers both Australian fixed
interest and international fixed interest.

Fixed interest
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DescriptionAsset class

Risks include:
– changes in interest rates – generally, the investment value falls if yields rise
– default
– liquidity
– international investment risk (for global fixed interest investments)
– credit risk – the risk that a a borrower will default on either the payment of interest

or the return of principal.

Cash is generally classified as a defensive asset and may include corporate bonds and
derivatives. Historically, long-term returns have been generally lower and have not kept
up with inflation over the long term.

Cash

Alternative assets can be broadly classified into ‘growth’ and ‘defensive’ asset classes.
They include non-traditional liquid investments that target positive and uncorrelated
returns byusing short selling, gearing andderivatives. Investments suchasprivate equity,
venture capital,mezzanine finance andother private placementdebt oftenpresenthigher
risks.

Alternative assets

How markets move

These two graphs show howmarkets, which historically have provided the best returns…

… also involve the greatest risk.
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Historical performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Switching

You can switch between investment options at any time. There is currently no fee for switching between investment
options. Once we have received an investment option switch request it cannot be cancelled. On occasion theremay be
circumstances beyond our control that could delay the processing of your request.

You may change your investment options at any time online throughMy Portfolio or by completing the investment
options selection form, which can be obtained by visiting amp.com.au/forms or by contacting us. Before you decide to
switch, we recommend you speak to a financial adviser.

While you invest in LifeStages, you may not select any other investment options. If you wish to switch from LifeStages
to another investment option, you will need to switch your entire LifeStages balance.

Limited Authority to Operate

This feature is only available where the financial adviser's advice licensee has an arrangement in place with AMP Life.

You can instruct AMP to accept investment switching requests fromyour financial adviser on your behalf by completing
a confirmationof limited authority to operate form. By submitting this formyour financial adviserwill be able to switch
investment options in relation to your account at any time without the need for you to complete a switch form. Under
the limited authority to operate, your financial adviser will not be authorised to operate your account in any other way.

If you change your financial adviser you must tell us immediately in writing. If you don't inform us of the change, we
will continue to process investment switching requests from your previous financial adviser.

Please note: A limited authority to operate (LATO) is an agreement solely between you and your financial adviser.
Wewill accept instructions for investment switches fromyour adviser if they confirm youhave given themauthority
to act on your behalf. We will not request evidence from the adviser that this agreement is in place.
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Auto-rebalancing your investment options

An auto-rebalancing facility means we’ll keep your funds invested according to your nominated investment profile, as
a percentage (%), over the long term. You can choose to have your account rebalanced either:

– Quarterly: on or around 10 February, 10 May, 10 August and 10 November
– Half yearly: on or around 10 February and 10 August
– Yearly: on or around 10 August each year.

If any of these dates fall on a weekend or a Sydney public holiday, we will rebalance your account on the next Sydney
business day.

There will be a 2% tolerance to prevent an auto-rebalance for significantly low amounts.

All future contributions, switches, or withdrawals may affect your auto-rebalancing facility.

You cannot select auto-rebalancing if you would like your future contributions to be invested differently to your
nominated investmentprofile. If you transactoutside yournominated investmentprofile,wewill cancel auto-rebalancing,
unless you advise us you want to change your allocations.

You can choose to apply auto-rebalancing to your account using the investment options selection form or on My
Portfolio. Auto-rebalancing is currently free of any fees.

There will be a two percent tolerance to prevent an auto-rebalance for significantly low amounts.

All future contributions, switches, or withdrawals may affect your auto-rebalancing facility.

You cannot select auto-rebalancing if you would like your future contributions to be invested differently to your
nominated investmentprofile. If you transactoutside yournominated investmentprofile,wewill cancel auto-rebalancing,
unless you advise us you want to change your allocations.

You can choose to apply auto-rebalancing to your account using the investment options selection form or on My
Portfolio. Auto-rebalancing is currently free of any fees.
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Section ₄:

Making a
contribution
In this section you’ll find more information about contributing to super:

About contributions
We clarify the technical terms describing different types of contributions
and the caps on how much you can contribute.

Ways to boost your super
Understand the Federal Government’s co-contribution scheme, spouse
super, the effect of splitting contributions, UK pensions and how easy it
is to consolidate through AMP.

How to make a contribution
We explain how you can make a contribution.



All about contributions

Types of contributions

We can accept the following contributions into your account:

DescriptionContribution type (Super account)

Money you pay into your super.Member contributions

Generally, these are contributions made from your pre-tax income. These
include superannuation guarantee contributions and contributions you’ve
made and claimed as a tax deduction.

Concessional contributions

These are generally contributions made from after-tax income. They also
include Spouse contributions and the tax-free part of overseas transfers.
Note: We cannot accept these contributions unless we have your TFN.

Non-concessional contributions

Contributions youpay into your spouse’s accountwhichyoumay thenclaim
a tax-offset for. These count as non-concessional contributions.

Spouse contributions

Money paid by your employer into a super fund under the SG legislation,
and to comply with an award or industrial arrangement.

Superannuation guarantee (SG) and
award/industrial arrangementemployer
contributions

Where you arrange for your employer to make contributions to your super
account from your pre-tax salary or wages. These are concessional
contributions.

Salary sacrifice and additional employer
contributions

Federal Government scheme which aims to encourage saving in super by
offering to co-contribute a certain amount into your super. These are
considered as non-concessional contributions.

Government co-contributions

A contribution from the Federal Government to offset the tax impacts on
peoplemaking contributions on low incomes. Thiswill remain until the end
of the 2016/17 financial year.

Government low income super
contributions

You can make contributions to super which are sourced from some or all
of the capital gain or proceeds from the sale of a small business in certain
circumstances.

Capital gains tax exempt contributions

You can make contributions to super which arise from a structured
settlement or order for personal injuries.

Contributions from the proceeds of
personal injury payments

Contributions caps and tax on excess contributions

There are limits on the amount of contributions made to a super fund. These are known as contributions caps and are
applied to the two types of contributions:
– concessional contributions
– non-concessional contributions.

Concessional contributionsaregenerally those contributionsorpayments thathave received some formof tax concession,
such as employer contributions that are deductible to the employer and not included in the assessable salary of the
employee. Concessional contributions include:
– employer contributions (including salary sacrifice contributions).
– defined benefit “notional” contributions.
– member contributions you claimed as a tax deduction
– and certain allocations of surplus.

Non-Concessional contributions are generally “after-tax” or “post-tax” contributions or payments and include:
– member non-deductible contributions (personal after-tax contributions).
– spouse contributions.
– tax-free part of overseas transfers, and
– excess concessional contributions.
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Please note: concessional contributions which are above their cap are also considered, and taxed, as non-concessional
contributions.

There are exclusions from the contributions caps, such as:
– transfers from taxed super funds
– proceeds from certain small business capital gains concessions, collectively capped at $1,395,000 in the 2015/16

financial year (indexed). Contributions counted towards this limit include:
– small business retirement exemption ($500,000 maximum)
– small business 15 year exemption proceeds

– proceeds from certain personal injury settlements
– taxable amount of overseas transfers.

Special arrangementCapType of contribution

A $35,000 pa (not indexed) cap applies to people aged
50 and over.

$30,000 pa(i)Concessional contributions cap

If under age 65, you can bring forward two years of
contributions. Thismeans, you canmake contributions
of up to $540,000 in one financial year, however you
will not be able to make any more non-concessional
contributions for the next two years.

$180,000 pa(ii)Non-concessional contributions cap (i)

(i) Normally indexed annually in line with average weekly ordinary time earnings in increments of $5,000 (rounded down).
(ii) This cap will be calculated as six times the standard concessional contributions cap.

Tax on excess contributions

Excess concessional contributions tax was abolished for concessional contributions made from 1 July 2013. Instead,
for the2013/14 financial year andonwards, your incomewill automatically include theamountofanyexcess concessional
contributions made in the year and an excess concessional contributions interest charge calculated by the ATO will be
payable. In addition, youwill have the option ofwithdrawing up to 85%of your excess concessional contributions from
your super.

The treatment of excess non-concessional contributions has been changed and applies to excess non-concessional
contributions made from 1 July 2013. You will be allowed to withdraw those excess contributions plus 85% of an
associated earnings amount.Where you choose this option, no excess non-concessional contribution taxwill be payable
and associated earnings will be taxed at your individual marginal tax rate. It remains that excess non-concessional
tax (at the top marginal tax rate of 47% plus Medicare levy) will continue to be imposed on excess non-concessional
contributions that are not released from super.

Please note that the excess contributions tax rates are applied to the gross amount of the contribution or payment
and there is no reduction for death and disability premiums, unlike the standard 15% contributions tax allowance on
concessional contributions.

Ways to boost your super

Salary sacrificing

Salary sacrificing is where you agree to forgo part of your future salary in return for your employer paying a pre-tax
contribution to your super. You can grow your super and reduce your tax at the same time.

Government co-contributions

TheFederalGovernmentprovides a co-contribution to your after-taxpersonalmember contributions, up toamaximum
co-contribution of $500 per year.

Spouse contributions

Spouse contributions may provide you with an 18% tax offset (maximum offset of $540) when you contribute to your
spouse's super fund. This provides an incentive for couples to make sure both their super funds are growing.
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Government low income superannuation contribution

The Federal Government will make a contribution of up to $500 in a financial year to you if during the financial year if
your adjusted taxable income is less than $37,000.

This will remain in place until the end of the 2016/17 financial year.

Contribution splitting

You may, under certain circumstances, be able to split to your spouse’s super up to 85% of your annual employer
contributions, and member contributions you claim as a tax deduction.

International transfers

UK pension transfers

Where we are permitted to accept transfers of UK pension savings we will. However, any withdrawals of amounts of
UK transferred benefits will be subject to UK legislative requirements.

KiwiSaver schemes

At this time, we do not accept transfers from KiwiSaver schemes. However, you may transfer your benefits from your
super account to a New Zealand KiwiSaver scheme.

Important:We recommend you see your financial adviser or taxation advisor before transferring any amounts as
there may be currency risks and tax consequences.

Bring your super together

Consolidating your super into your CustomSuper account is easy using our free Super Consolidation Service. With our
online consolidation service, there is no paperwork. If you know your external fund name and account number we will
automatically send through your consolidation request to the other fund. If you don’t know your other external fund
details, we can complete an ATO Super Search on your behalf with your consent to use your TFN. We will get back to
you within a few days with the details.

Benefits of consolidating your super:
– Save on fees

If you havemore than one super account, you are probably payingmore in fees than you need to. You could reduce
the fees you pay by reducing the number of accounts you have and increasing the balance of main fund.

– Help your balance grow
With compounding returns the money you save in fees could really help your super balance to grow.

– Reduce the chances of losing track of your super.

Consolidate your super online at amp.com.au/consolidate or by calling us on 133 888.

Important: Before consolidating, you need to consider how your existing super accounts compare to CustomSuper,
whether any exit fees apply andwhat effect consolidating will have on any insurance cover. If you are unsure, speak
with your financial adviser or contact AMP.

How to make a contribution

You, your family, spouse or your employer can make contributions using the following payment methods:
–
– biller codes:

– Member contributions: 879049
– Spouse contributions: 879064

– You will also need your customer reference number (CRN) which can be found in your member statement.
– cheque1

– eSuper (for employers only).

® Registered to Pty Ltd ABN 69 079 137 518

1 By law, payment by cheque is a non-compliant way of making contributions for large employers (20 or more employees) and from
1 July 2016 will be non-compliant for small employers (19 or less employees).
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Other Employer SG contributions

CustomSuper can accept SG contributions from employers for Choice of Fund purposes. For details, see the choice of
fund section.

If youhavemore than one employer, youmaywish to have those SG contributions paid into your CustomSuper account.
If allowed, you can direct the other employer SG contributions to CustomSuper by completing the Standard Choice
form (provided by your other employer) and returning it to your other employer.

Other employer contributions can be paid via a range of electronic methods. To make a payment, your employer will
require the Unique Superannuation Identifier (USI): AMP0277AU. Your employer can also make cheque payments2,
payable to ‘AMP Life Limited – CustomSuper’, together with advice of the member name, member number and
contribution type to the above address.

These contributions will be allocated to your Employer Additional sub-account. When you leave CustomSuper, you are
responsible for redirecting all contributions made for your benefit to your new super fund.

Choice of Fund

(Employee members only)

Many Employees have the right to choose the super fund towhich their Superannuation Guarantee (SG) contributions
will be paid.

You should seek advice from your Human Resources area or from your financial adviser as to whether choice of fund
applies to you.

If choice of fund does apply to you, and you would like your other employer tomake all future SG contributions to your
CustomSuper account, then complete the Standard Choice form, which you will receive from your other employer.

If your CustomSuper employer has offered you this choice, but you don’t want to change where your future SG
contributions are contributed, then you can simply do nothing. Choice is not compulsory.

Your insurance cover in CustomSuper could be affected if you make a choice. If you decide to direct your future SG
contributionsaway fromCustomSuper toanother fund, the termsandconditionsof your current insurancearrangements
under CustomSuper may change. If you choose to transfer (rollover) your existing balance in CustomSuper to another
fund, your CustomSuper account will close and your insurance cover under CustomSuper (if any) will cease. For more
information, see the other insurance information section.

CustomSuper satisfies the ‘default fund’ requirements for Choice of Fund purposes and is approved by the regulator
to offer a MySuper solution.

Maintaining your CustomSuper account without employer contributions

(Employee members only)

If you decide to direct SG contributions away from CustomSuper to another fund, you can still retain your current
account balance in CustomSuper and continue to be a member of this CustomSuper plan. You may want to do this in
order to retain access to the insurance cover3 provided through your CustomSuper account.

Your membership in CustomSuper will cease when:
– you cease to be an Employee of the CustomSuper employer
– you transfer your whole CustomSuper account to another super product, or
– your account becomes dormant, (see dormant accounts – transfer to a personal account).

Please refer to the leaving the CustomSuper plan section.

2 By law, payment by cheque is a non-compliant way of making contributions for large employers (20 or more employees) or will be
from 1 July 2016 for small employers (19 or less employees).

3 If you retain your insurance cover in CustomSuper and redirect your SG contributions elsewhere, you should check whether you
are able to acquire automatically accepted insurance in the new superannuation fund and whether you are entitled to claim such
benefits in the future.
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Employer responsibilities for contributions

Employers are required tomakecontributions for their employees (whereapplicable). Theseare knownasSuperannuation
Guarantee (SG) contributions. The mandatory SG rate is 9.5% of an employee’s ordinary time earnings. The maximum
super contributions base for an employee for a quarter is $50,810 in 2015/2016. SG contributions are not required on
ordinary time earnings in excess of the limit.

These amounts must be paid at least quarterly by the 29th day following the end of the quarter (ie 28 October, 28
January, 28 April, 28 July).

If you authorise your employer to deduct voluntary member contributions from your after-tax salary, then these
contributionsmust bemade to your accountwithin 28 days of the end of themonth inwhich the deductionwasmade.

CustomSuper employer paid fees

(Employee members only)

If you direct your SG contributions away from CustomSuper to another super fund and your CustomSuper employer
was paying your fees, including any insurance premiums, your CustomSuper employer may decide to stop meeting
these costs.

If you are aged 65 or over and additional employer contributions cannot be made (see types of contributions section),
your CustomSuper employer will be legally prevented from paying your fees, including any insurance premiums.

If either of these situations occurs wewill move you to a separatemembership category within the CustomSuper plan
where any fees, including any insurance premiums, will now be paid by you. You will receive an interim statement
advising this change. This statement will confirm the amount of insurance cover, and fees, including any insurance
fees (if applicable) to be deducted from your account balance in future.

Keeping track of contributions made

It's important for you to check your Member Statements to make sure your employer is making the right amount of
contributions.

We don’t follow-up your employer to make sure they are paying your contributions. If there is a discrepancy, then you
should speak to your employer.

You should also check that the amount of Government co-contributions is correct.

You can register for our online My Portfolio service on amp.com.au to view details about your super account at your
convenience.

Dormant accounts – transfer to a personal account

If you want to keep your member account in CustomSuper, you need make regular contributions to your account or
ensure your account balance remains above $1,000.

We will periodically check for dormant accounts in CustomSuper – being accounts with low account balances where
no contributions have been received for more than 12 months.

If:
– no contributions have been received into your account for more than 12 months, and
– at the time of checking, your account balance is less than $1,000,

wewill write to you (and, if applicable, your CustomSuper employer) notifying you thatwewill close your CustomSuper
account within 60 days unless we receive additional contributions.

If we don’t receive contributions sufficient to increase your account balance above the applicable amount within 60
days, we will close your CustomSuper account. We will then transfer your account balance to a personal account in
Flexible Lifetime® – Super.

Your insurance cover will cease 60 days after the date that your CustomSuper account is closed. Within this 60 day
period, you will be able to apply for a personal insurance policy under a Continuation Option with AMP Life.

See continuing in Flexible Lifetime® – Super in the leaving the CustomSuper plan section which summarises the
differences between CustomSuper and a personal plan in Flexible Lifetime® – Super.
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Member Sub-accounts

Your CustomSuper plan maintains various sub-accounts for you.

The main sub-accounts are:
– Employer main sub-account: Records minimum contributions required under an industrial award or agreement

or the Superannuation Guarantee legislation.
– Employer additional sub-account: Records any additional contributions made at the employer’s discretion.
– Salary sacrifice sub-account: Records contributions your employer makes for you instead of paying salary.
– Member sub-account:Recordsmemberandspouse contributions, either regular or occasional,made fromafter-tax

income and Government co-contributions.
– Rollover sub-account: Records amounts that you rollover from a previous super plan or rollover fund.

For employee members, your Employer Additional sub-account (if any) may be subject to a vesting scale. If a vesting
scale applies, youmay only become entitled to the full balance of this Employer Additional sub-account over time or if
you leave the plan in the following specific circumstances:
– due to your death,
– on account of illness or injury (satisfactory evidence of which is provided to us), or
– after you’ve reached the age at which full vesting applies, you (or your beneficiaries) will receive the full balance

of your Employer Additional sub-account.

If you leave the plan for any other reason, youmay only receive a percentage of the balance of your Employer Additional
sub-account usually determined according to a table based on the number of years ofmembership or service you have
completed.

Yourmember statementwill show you howmuchmoney is recorded in each of the accounts.
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Section ₅:

Taxes and fees
In this section you’ll read about:

How super is taxed
Find out about the taxes on your super, both on money being contributed
and as you withdraw.

CustomSuper fees
Understand the fees.

Definitions of fees



This tax and social security information is of a general nature only and only considers Australian Commonwealth laws.
Tax and social security laws are complex and can change. We recommend you discuss your circumstances with your
financial adviser and/or tax adviser before you decide to invest.

Tax

Generally, your super is taxed:
– when contributions are made
– while your money is invested
– when you withdrawmoney from super under age 60.

When contributions are made

A contributions tax of up to 15% applies to:
– employer contributions eg superannuation guarantee
– after-tax member contributions where a tax deduction is claimed.

The contribution is reduced by any death and disability insurance premiums paid through your super before the tax is
applied. Contributions tax is deducted quarterly and when you close your account.

If your income and certain contributions exceed $300,000 in a financial year, you will be taxed another 15% on the
lesser of the excess over $300,000 and the contributions.

If you make after-tax member contributions and do not claim a tax deduction, or a spouse makes a contribution to
your super, contributions tax will not be deducted.

If you exceed your contributions caps, you will be required to pay an Excess Contributions Tax of up to 47% (plus
Medicare Levy) of the excess. This tax is levied on you in addition to income tax.

The Federal Government has changed the treatment of excess non-concessional contributions to allow individuals to
withdraw excess contributions and associated earnings.

Another tax (called the ‘no-TFN tax’) of 34% applies to employer contributions if you don't give us your tax file number
(TFN). There is no reduction to this taxable amount for insurance premiums. This tax is calculated and deducted at the
earlier of 30 June each year andwhen you leave AMP Flexible Super. The no-TFN taxmay be offset if the TFN is supplied
within four financial years from the start of the financial year when the contribution ismade. Any refundwill be added
to your super benefit and will be subject to the usual cashing and taxing rules.

When you transfer money from another fund

Generally, transfers from taxed sources are not taxed when added to your super. Any remaining superannuation
surcharge liability from your previous fund may be transferred to your new plan with us and we will subtract it from
your account.

The taxable component that you transfer from an untaxed super source will be taxed up to 15%.

While your money is invested

Amaximum of up to 15% tax is applied to the investment earnings of your super account.

Capital gains on some assets within a super fund that are held for at least 12 months are taxed at an effective rate of
up to 10%.

This tax is deducted before we declare investment returns.
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Super benefit components

A super benefit is made up of two components for tax purposes – taxable and tax-free – and each component has its
own taxation treatment. Lump sum tax on withdrawals from your retirement account depends on the components.

WewithholdanyPAYG taxpayable for incomepayments andwealsowithholdanyPAYG tax from lumpsumwithdrawals.

Advantages

Currently, the tax laws can give you some advantages for retirement accounts. These include:
– no lump sum tax on rollover
– no tax on investment earnings
– part of each regular income payment may be returned tax free. (If you’re over age 60, all of your payment is tax

free)
– a 15% tax offset (rebate) is available on the tax-free component of your super. The payment is taxable in your

hands.
– senior Australians and pensioner tax offset is available for thosewith taxable incomes below certain limits. Certain

recipients of Department of Veterans’ Affairs payments may be eligible for this offset earlier than aged 60.

When you withdrawmoney from super

No lump sum tax for 60 and over

– All lump sum and pension benefits received by you on or after age 60 are tax free.

Lump sum tax rates for under 60s

If you are under age 60, withdraw your money from your retirement or super account, then generally you are subject
to lump sum tax based on the components of your withdrawal benefit (see table below).

Tax treatmentComponent

Completely tax-freeTax-free component

Maximum = 20%(ii)Under preservation age(i)Taxable component
(i.e. taxed element) First $195,000(iii) = 0%

15%(ii)
Preservation age to 59
Maximum tax > $195,000(iii)

Age 60 or over Completely tax-free

(i) For your preservation age see your preservation age on Page 4.
(ii) Plus Medicare levy.
(iii) For the 2015/16 financial year. You are only allowed one low rate cap amount regardless of howmany funds you are invested

in and whether they are taxed or untaxed. The low rate cap amount may be reduced by previous lump sumwithdrawals of
low rate amounts. The low rate cap amount is indexed annually in accordance with average weekly ordinary time earnings.

This list is not exhaustive. For more details, contact your financial adviser.

If you transfer themoney directly to another super fund, or retirement account, youwill not need to pay any lump sum
tax.

Lump sum death benefits

Generally, lump sum death benefits are tax-free, where the benefit is paid to a dependant under tax law.

The taxable component of lump sum death benefits paid to a non-dependant under tax law will incur 15% tax on the
taxed element plus Medicare levy and 30% tax on the untaxed element plus Medicare levy.

Non-dependants of defence and police force personnel killed in the line of duty are defined as tax dependants.

Lump sum disability benefits

Disablement benefits are subject to tax but usually receive favourable tax treatment if specific requirements are met.
Your financial adviser can provide more information.

Terminal medical condition

Lump sum benefits are totally tax-free once certification requirements are met.
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Temporary salary continuance/temporary incapacity benefits

Amemberwho receives temporary salary continuance/temporary incapacity payments has to pay tax at their personal
marginal tax rate, with no offset.

Tax if investing in the retirement account

If you are aged 60 or over, all income payments and withdrawals are tax-free.

If self-employed, how do you claim a tax deduction for your member contributions?

To claim a tax deduction for your member contributions you will need to complete a notice of intent to claim or vary
a deduction for personal super contributions form and return it to AMP on or before the day you lodge your tax return
or by the end of the next financial year.

Around the end of July each year, we will send you the form if you are:
– a newmember who has made member contributions into your CustomSuper account in the previous financial

year
– anexistingmemberwhohasmademember contributions into yourCustomSuper account in theprevious financial

year and claimed a tax deduction in either of the last two financial years.

The formmust be lodged with us before:
– you lodged your income tax return for the year(s) for which you are claiming a tax deduction, or the end of the

income year after the year for which you are claiming a tax deduction, whichever is the earlier, and
– the date you ceased to have your contributions in your accumulation account, and
– the date part or all of your contribution was used to start a pension.

Once we receive a completed form, we will send you a superannuation fund acknowledgement. You should keep this
for your tax records.

Social security

Centrelink may count your super under the means test.

As the rules are complex, you should seek the advice of your financial adviser, the Financial Information service provided
by Centrelink, or the Department of Veterans’ Affairs.

Fees and other costs

Important notes:

– We refer to investment options that are not the AMPMySuper investment option as Choice investment options.
– If your CustomSuper employer decides to withdraw the whole CustomSuper plan or switch assets invested in a

plan account, you may incur additional costs – see release price below.
– A description of the fees and costs applicable to your account will be shown in yourmember benefit schedule.

This document shows fees and other costs that youmay be charged. These fees and other costsmay be deducted from
your money, from the returns on your investment or from the assets of the superannuation entity as a whole.

Other fees, such as activity fees, advice fees for personal advice and insurance fees, may also be charged, but these will
depend on the nature of the activity, advice or insurance chosen by you.

Taxes, insurance fees and other costs relating to insurance are set out in another part of this document.

You should read all the information about fees and other costs because it is important to understand their impact on
your investment.

Specific information about fees and costs that apply to each investment option are set out in the investment guide
fact sheet.
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Fees and other costs for the AMPMySuper investment option

(Please see the next table for fees and other costs for Choice investment options)

CustomSuper – AMPMySuper Investment Option

How and when paidAmountType of fee

TheMySuper investment fee is deducted daily
from the assets of the relevant age cohort in
the AMPMySuper investment option, and is
reflected in the unit price. It is not deducted
directly from your account.

0.40% pa of the amount invested in the MySuper
investment option.

Investment fee

TheMySuper administration fee is deducted
daily fromtheassets of the relevant age cohort
in the AMPMySuper investment option and is
reflected in the unit price. It is not deducted
directly from your account.

0.64% pa of the amount invested in the MySuper
investment option.

Administration
fee

Your employermayhavenegotiatedaMySuper
fee rebate(i). See additional explanation of fees
and costs for further details.

Less
MySuper fee rebate(i)Please see yourmemberbenefit
schedule to check if this rebate applies to you.

AMySuper fee rebate(i)may apply and if
applicable is paid directly into your account at
the end of month by issuing additional units
in the AMPMySuper investment option. This
usually occurs within seven Sydney business
days after the end of the month.

TheMySuper member fee is deducted from
your account, usually within seven Sydney
business days of the end of each month.

Plus
$1.66 per weekMySuper member fee as at 1 July
2015. This feewill increase on 1 July each year in line
with the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The MySuper Member Fee is deducted from

the AMPMySuper investment option only. The
MySuper Member Fee is deducted by cashing
units in the relevant age cohort in the AMP
MySuper investment.
If you are also invested in Choice investment
options, the MySuper member fee will be
deducted from your MySuper assets and any
excess of an applicable Member fee over the
MySuper member fee will be deducted from
your Choice investment option(s).

n/aNobuy sell spreadapplies, however transaction costs
will apply. For further information on transaction
costs, see other fees and costs below.

Buy-sell spread

n/aNilSwitching fee

TheMySuper exit fee(ii) is deducted directly
from your account on a part or full withdrawal
from the superannuation fund.

$36.45(ii) as at 1 July 2015. This fee will increase on
1 July each year in linewith theConsumer Price Index
(CPI).

Exit fee

n/aNilAdvice fees
relating to all
members
investing in a
particular
MySuper
product or
investment
option
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CustomSuper – AMPMySuper Investment Option

How and when paidAmountType of fee

Estimated transaction costs are the costs of
buyingandsellingassetswithin the investment
option andare included in theunit price.When

Estimated transaction
costs(iv)% of amount
invested

MySuper Investment
Option name

Other fees and
costs(iii)

estimated transaction costs change, the value
+/- 0–0.46%AMPMySuper 1990s of your investment in the investment option

will either increase or decrease depending on
the change that was made.

+/- 0–0.46%AMPMySuper 1980s

+/- 0–0.45%AMPMySuper 1970s

+/- 0–0.35%AMPMySuper 1960s

+/- 0–0.31%AMPMySuper 1950s

+/- 0–0.28%AMPMySuper Capital
Stable

Deducted directly from your account.Advice fees for personal advice as agreed between
you and your financial adviser.

Deducteddirectly fromyour account at the end
of each month.

Insurance fees: Insurance premiumswill apply if you
have insurance cover. Please see yourmemberbenefit
schedule for details.

Performance based feesare paid to certain
investmentmanagerswhen theymeet specific
investment performance targets. These fees

Estimated
Performance based
fees(v)% pa of the
amount invested

MySuper InvestmentOption
name

Indirect cost
ratio

are deducted from the AMPMySuper
investmentoptionandare reflected in thedaily
unit price.0.33%AMPMySuper 1990s

0.33%AMPMySuper 1980s

0.24%AMPMySuper 1970s

0.20%AMPMySuper 1960s

0.15%AMPMySuper 1950s

0.13%AMPMySuperCapital Stable

Other indirect costs(vi) are variable and are
deducted from the underlying assets of the
investment option and included in the unit
price as and when they are incurred. These
costs are not charged separately.

Plus Other Indirect costs of:
0.01%pa for theAMPMySuper 1970s, AMPMySuper
1980s andAMPMySuper 1990s investment options;

0.00%pa for theAMPMySuper 1960s, AMPMySuper
1950s and AMPMySuper Capital Stable investment
options.

(i) If a MySuper fee rebate applies it may cease if you leave your employer.
(ii) The exit fee does not apply to a withdrawal made to satisfy the payment to the ATO under a Release Authority.
(iii) For more information see the Additional explanation of fees and costs in this fact sheet and for insurance fees in section 9.
(iv) These amounts are a reasonable approximation of the anticipated transaction costs for the investment option based on the

information available to AMP at the date of this document. The actual transaction costs for an investment option depend
primarily on the type of assets in the investment option and the frequency of trading those assets. As a result, the actual
transaction costs for an investment optionmay vary from the estimated amount at any time. See transaction costs in this fact
sheet for further details.

(v) A Performance Based Fee (PBF) of up to 25% of the outperformance over the benchmark index for the investment manager
may be charged. Estimates shown here are based on the year ended 31 December 2014 actual fees and are rounded to two
decimal places. The use of an estimate for the calculation of the PBF is not an indication of future performance and should not
be relied on as such. The actual rate of return of the AMPMySuper investment option and therefore the PBF payable will vary
from these estimates. If the investment performance of a particular asset class is better than the set benchmark the amount
of fees paid could be much higher. For more information about PBFs please see the additional explanation of fees and costs
in this fact sheet.
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Fees and Other Costs for Choice investment options

CustomSuper – Choice investment Options

How and when paidAmountType of fee

The Investment fee is deducted daily from
the assets of each investment option and is
reflected in the unit price or crediting rate
when declared. It is not deducted directly
from your account.

The amount you pay for specific investment options will
range from 0.25% to 2.20% pa of the amount you have
invested in the investment option.
Investment fees for each investment option are shown
in the investment guide fact sheet.(i)

Investment fee

TheAdministration fee is deducteddaily from
the assets of each investment option and is
reflected in the unit price or crediting rate
when declared. It is not deducted directly
from your account.

Administration fee
The amount you pay for specific investment options will
range from 0.50% to 1.40% pa of your account balance.
Administration fees for each investmentoptionare shown
in the investment guide fact sheet.

Administration
fee

The Stronger Super fee is deducteddaily from
the assets of each investment option and is
reflected in the unit price or crediting rate
when declared. It is not deducted directly
from your account.

Plus
a Stronger Super fee(ii)

0.04%paof theamount invested in the choice investment
option.

The Administration fee rebate, if applicable,
is normally paid directly into your account at
the end of each month by issuing additional

Less
Administration fee rebate(iii)

Depending on the dollar size of assets in your
CustomSuperplanand thedollar amountof your account
balance, an Administration fee rebate may apply to your

units in yourunitised investmentoptions and
by increasing your account balance in your
crediting rate investment options, excludingCustomSuper account. The standard Administration fee
Term Deposits. This usually occurs within
seven business days after the end of the
month.

rebate that applies may be a percentage amount of up
to 1.20% pa of your account balance (excluding amounts
invested in the AMPMySuper investment option). You
can find your plan’s Adminstration fee rebate in your
member benefit schedule.

See additional explanation of fees and costs
for further details.

Unless paid by your employer, the monthly
Member fee is paid from your account at the
end of each month (and a proportionate

Plus
Member fee(iv)

If you are in a Type A plan, you will pay:
amount when you leave the plan), usually– $8.80 each month as at 1 July 2015, irrespective of

your account balance. within seven business days after the end of
the month by cashing units for unitisedIf you are in a Type B plan, you will pay:
investment options or reducing your account– Nil, if your account balance is $10,000 ormore at the

end of the month. balance for crediting rate investmentoptions,
excluding term deposit. We cash units or

– $8.80 each month as at 1 July 2015, if your account
balance is less than $10,000 at the end of themonth.

reduce your account balance from each
investment option excluding term deposit in
proportion to your total investment.You can find your plan’s classification in yourmember

benefit schedule. If you are also invested in the AMPMySuper
investmentoption, theMySuperMember Fee
will be deducted from your MySuper assets

TheMember Fee increases on1 July each year in linewith
the Consumer Price Index (CPI).

and any excess of an applicable Member fee
over the MySuper Member fee will be
deducted from your Choice investment
option(s).
If you are invested in the AMPMySuper
investment option and term deposits only,
the excess applicableMember Fee is accrued
and deducted from interest payments or on
break of the term deposit.

For further information on transaction costs,
see other fees and costs below.

No buy sell spread applies, except where a release price
is charged, however transaction costs will apply.(v)

Buy-sell spread

n/aNilSwitching fee

n/aNilExit fee
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CustomSuper – Choice investment Options

How and when paidAmountType of fee

n/aNilAdvice fees
relating to all
members
investing in a
particular
MySuper
product or
investment
option

The Contribution fee is a fee of up to 4.5% on
each contribution to your account either by
you, your spouse or your employer into a
Choice investment option.

Contribution Fees up to 4.5% of each contribution. You
may changeor cancel this feeby contacting your financial
adviser or AMP. If you or your adviser do not advise us
otherwise, the standard rate of 4.5% will apply.

Other fees and
costs (vi)

No contribution fee is charged on
Government co-contributions.

Estimated transaction costs of between +/- 0% to 1.10%
of the amount invested in the investment option(vii)

This fee is deducted from each contribution
when it is received.
Estimated transaction costs are the costs of
buying and selling assets within the
investment option and are included in the
unit price.Whenestimated transaction costs
change, the value of your investment in the
investment option will either increase or
decrease depending on the change that was
made.

Advice fees for personal advicewill be
deducted directly from your account.

Advice fees for personal advice as agreed between you
and your financial adviser

Deducted from your account at the end of
each month.

Insurance premiumswill apply if you have insurance
cover. Please see yourmember benefit schedule for
details.

Performance based fees are paid to certain
investment managers when they meet
specific investment performance targets.

Performance Based Fees (PBF) of up to 25%* of the
outperformance over the index for the investment
manager.
* A PBF of up to 30% is payable for the K2 Australian
Absolute Return Fund.

Indirect cost
ratio

These fees are deducted from the assets of
the relevant investment option and are

Estimated PBFs by investment option are shown in the
investment guide fact sheet. reflected in thedaily unit price. Seeadditional

explanation of fees and costs for further
details.

Other indirect costs(viii) are variable and are
deducted from the underlying assets of the
investment option and included in the unit

Plus
Other indirect costs(viii) of between 0%–0.23% of the
amount you have invested in the investment option.

price or crediting rate as and when they are
incurred. These costs are not charged
separately.

(i) For the Specialist Geared Australian Share investment option the investment fee is paid on the gross amount invested.
(ii) The FederalGovernmenthas introducedStronger Super, a programof changesdesigned to streamline and strengthenAustralia’s

superannuation system. The Stronger Super Fee is to help cover the costs associated with implementing these changes. This
fee is expected to cease by 1 November 2018.

(iii) Your employermay have negotiated a non-standard Administration fee rebate applicable on your plan. You can find your plan’s
Administration fee rebate in yourmember benefit schedule.

(iv) Your employer may have negotiated with us to waive theMember Fee that is to apply to the plan. If your employer has agreed
to waive the Member Fee with us, this will be stated in yourmember benefit schedule.

(v) A release price may be charged in limited circumstances. See additional explanation of fees and costs section for further
information.

(vi) For more information on other fees and costs, such as activity fees, advice fees for personal advice or insurance fees, see
Additional explanation of fees and costs and Insurance by AMP Life in this fact sheet.
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(vii) These amounts are a reasonable approximation of the anticipated transaction costs for the investment option based on the
information available to AMP at the date of this document. The actual transaction costs for an investment option depend
primarily on the type of assets in the investment option and the frequency of trading those assets. As a result, the actual
transaction costs for an investment option may vary from the estimate amount at any time. Estimates for each investment
option are shown in the investment guide fact sheet. See transaction costs in this fact sheet for more information.

(viii) The range shown here is an estimate only based on the year ended 31 December 2014 actual costs rounded to two decimal
places. Other indirect costs are variable and cannot be predicted with any degree of certainty andmay bemore or less that the
estimates shown here. Estimates for each investment option are shown in the investment guide fact sheet.

Additional explanation of fees and costs

Taxation and fees

The actual amount of fees you pay (or rebates you receive) in CustomSuper will be reduced by up to 15%.

This is because super funds currently receive a tax deduction for expenses, which is passed on to you. The fees and
rebates shown in the tables of fees and other costs in this fact sheet are before any applicable tax deduction.

The fees described in the PDS, yourmember benefit schedule and the fact sheets include, if applicable, GST less
input tax credits.

Further information on taxes are set out in section 7 of the PDS and the tax section of this fact sheet.

Contribution fees

The Contribution fee is a fee of up to 4.5% on each contribution to your account either by you, your spouse or your
employer into a Choice investment option. No contribution fee is charged on Government co-contributions.

This fee is deducted from each contribution when it is received.

You may change or cancel this fee by contacting your financial adviser or AMP. If you or your adviser does not advise
us otherwise, the standard rate of 4.5% will apply.

Transaction costs

Theestimated transaction costs are the costs of buying and selling assetswithin the investment. They includebrokerage,
settlement and clearing of the assets, commissions and government taxes and duties.

Except where a release is price charged, we do not use a buy or a sell price, instead a single unit price is used to value
your investment option(s) and any new investments or withdrawals that you make.

If new investments are expected to exceedwithdrawals from an investment option, then asset valuesmay be adjusted
by adding an allowance for some or all of the costs of buying assets. This will increase the unit price.

If new investments are expected to be less than withdrawals from an investment option, then asset values may be
adjusted by subtracting an allowance for some or all of the costs of selling assets. This will decrease the unit price.

The estimated transaction costs may change on a regular basis at any time without notice to you. When estimated
transaction costs change thevalueof your investment in the investmentoptionwill either increaseordecreasedepending
on the change that was made.

The transaction cost allowance remains within the assets of the investment andmay be a benefit or an additional cost
to you. It is not paid to AMP Life or the investment managers.

Estimated transaction costs for each investment option are shown in the investment guide fact sheet.

Release price

If a CustomSuper employer requests either:
– all or part of the assets invested in a plan account for choice options to be switched to another investment option,

or
– a withdrawal in order to transfer funds to another super plan or fund,

AMP Lifemay subtract the estimated sale cost fromproceeds of the underlying assets (whichwill reduce the unit price).
The reduced unit price is called the release price.
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Advice fees for personal advice

Please note: You may have to pay additional fees to your financial adviser if you consult one. Please refer to the
Statement of Advice you will be given for details of any advice fees.

You may agree with your financial adviser for a fee to be paid for the services provided to you.

This fee may be:
– a one-off amount paid as a lump sum, and/or
– an ongoing fee, paid monthly, which is either

a fixed amount, or–
– a set percentage of your account balance.

Advice fees for personal advice must only be for services provided in respect of your super account and must not be
used to pay for any other products or financial planning advice about broader non-super savings and investment
opportunities.

If a financial adviser’s AFS licensee has an agreement with AMP Life and the trustee agrees to it, AMP Life will be
responsible for paying the fee and will charge a fee of an equivalent amount to your super account. Your financial
adviser may receive only part of the fee paid. Your financial adviser’s AFS licensee may also make additional payments
to your financial adviser. For more details of those payments and any other benefits, ask your financial adviser.

Any ongoing advice fee is deducted from your account, effective the last day of the month.

Advice fees for personal advice agreed with your financial adviser will only be paid from the date your balance first
reaches $1,200 or more. If your account balance is $1,000 or less, or a payment of the above fee(s) would result in your
account balance decreasing to $1,000 or less, no payment will apply.

You can change or cancel any ongoing advice fee by agreement with your financial adviser and completing a changing
your advice and service fees form.

Weneed to receive your completed format least four Sydney business days before the end of themonth, for the change
or cancellation to apply in that month.

Your Member Statement will show any fees charged to your CustomSuper account that correspond to advice fees for
personal advice paid to a financial planner’s AFS licensee.

Insurance fees

If you have insurance, a premiumwill be deducted from your super account eachmonth to pay for your insurance. We
will deduct your insurance premiums, in the following order:
1. First, from any money held in Choice investment option(s), excluding any amount held in term deposits.
2. If there is insufficient money in Choice investment option(s), we will then deduct from the MySuper investment

option.

Wemay pay commission on insurance premiums to your financial adviser if you have selected Choice investment
option(s)

We normally pay a standard commission to your financial adviser, you do not pay an additional amount.

There are no commissions paid if you have invested in the MySuper Investment Option.

You can obtain details on commission rates from your financial adviser.

For more information about the costs of insurance, see the insurance in your super section in the PDS, yourmember
benefit schedule and insurance guide fact sheet.
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Performance based fees

A performance based fee (PBF) is a reward an investmentmanager receives if they exceed specific performance targets.
Any fee charged is incorporated into the investment option’s unit price (or crediting rate, if applicable).

Performance fees are charged separately and do not affect administration fees and investment fees.

Each performance fee is calculated slightly differently but they all have the following common elements:
– A performance fee is only payable to a manager if they achieve a target level of return.
– Each time a performance fee is paid the portfolio must reach the previous highest value plus the appropriate

performance hurdle before a new performance fee is payable.
– Performance fees are calculated and accrued regularly (at least monthly) and incorporated into the calculation of

unit prices. The accrued performance fee can rise or fall in line with delivered performance.
– Performance fees are only payable at the end of each financial year and in certain circumstance payments may be

delayed.

Multi-sector and multi-manager investment options may have a number of investment managers with performance
based fees, andeachwill be determinedoneach investmentmanager’s performance. Thismeans an individualmanager
can earn its performance based fee irrespective of the investment option’s overall investment returns.

Estimated performance based fees can be found in the investment options and fees section of the investment guide
fact sheet.

Performance Based Fee example

The following example shows how a PBF is calculated. The example should not be taken as the amount of the actual
PBF in relation to this product. The actual PBF for each investment option will depend on various other factors.

ABC InvestmentOption is ahypotheticalMulti-sector (Traditional) investmentoption. It has amulti-manager investment
approach and certain investment managers within some of the asset classes have a PBF of up to 25% of their
outperformance over their relevant benchmark index.

For the purpose of this example, the following three assumptions apply.

Assumptions

The ABC investment option’s asset allocation (by asset class) and percentage of
investment managers for each asset class entitled to PBFs is shown in the table below.

Assumption 1

(B) % of managers entitled
to a PBF

(A) % allocation to each
asset class

Asset class

10027Global shares

4528Australian shares

10012Growth alternatives

206
Direct property

Listed property

1006Defensive alternatives

07Global bonds

4011Australian bonds

03Cash

PBF as a % of outperformance payable for all asset classes = 25%Assumption 2

Performance in excess of the benchmark for each investment manager = 1%Assumption 3

The estimated PBF for each asset class is calculated using the following formula:

(1%) the performance in
excess of the benchmark

(Assumption 3)
X

(25%) PBF as a % of
outperformance
(Assumption 2)

X
(B) % of managers
entitled to a PBF
(Assumption 1)

X
(A) Allocation to an

asset class
(Assumption 1)
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Basedon the calculationbelow, if youhaveabalanceof $100,000 in theABC investmentoptionand if theoutperformance
of 1% by all the managers occurs in one year, the total PBF to you for this option across all the asset classes would be
$158.

Total PBF
($)

Total PBF
%

Assumption 3
%

Assumption 2
%

Assumption 1
% (B)

Assumption 1
% (A)

Asset sector

67.500.067512510027Global shares

31.500.03151254528Australian shares

30.000.030012510012Growth alternatives

3.000.0030125206Direct and listed property

15.000.01501251006Defensive alternatives

–0.000012507Global bonds

11.000.01101254011Australian bonds

–0.000012503Cash

158.00Total

Further details of the investment options that have one or more investment managers who can earn a PBF is available
on request.

Other indirect costs

Other indirect costs are not fixed and will vary from time to time and will depend on the actual mix of assets of the
underlying investments and are estimated based on past experience. They include operational costs of maintaining
direct and real property investments as well as establishment and organisational costs for certain investments such
as alternative assets.

Estimates for other indirect costs for each investment options are shown in the investment guide fact sheet.

MySuper Fee Rebates

Your employermay have negotiated discountedMySuper Administration Fees in recognition of efficiencieswithin your
plan. This discount only applies to the balance held in the AMPMySuper investment option and is credited to your
account in the form of a MySuper Fee Rebate.

Details of your MySuper Fee Rebate, if applicable, will be shown in your Member Benefit Schedule and your Member
Statement. This discount can change eachmonth depending on the amount invested in the AMPMySuper investment
option.

If you leave CustomSuper before the end of the month or before the rebate is paid (in the next month), the MySuper
Fee Rebate for that month will not apply to you.

Also, when plan assets are transferred to the plan (other than on the first of the month), a proportioned MySuper Fee
Rebate may apply based on the asset weighting and the number of days the new assets are held within the plan.

Administration fee rebate

AnAdministrationFeeRebate (AFR)mayapply to youraccount, dependingon thedollar sizeof assets in yourCustomSuper
plan and the dollar amount of your account balance. The AFR is amonthly rebate on the Administration fees that apply
to you. The AFR which initially applies to you will be shown in your Member benefit schedule. The AFR that applies to
you can change eachmonth. If you leave CustomSuper before the end of themonth or before the rebate is paid (in the
next month), the AFR for that month will not apply to you.

Also, when plan assets are transferred to the plan (other than on the first of themonth), a proportioned AFRmay apply
based on the asset weighting and the number of days the new assets are held within the plan.

The AFR is calculated by determining your AFR rates. These are determined by:
– the dollar size of your CustomSuper employer plan at the end of the month,
– your total account balance at the end of the month, and
– whether you invest in AMPMySuper investment option, AMP Super Cash option, AMP Term Deposit and AMP

Capital Dynamic Markets.
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You may be eligible for a standard Administration Fee Rebate (AFR) of up to 1.2% pa of your account balance. In some
circumstances, your CustomSuper employer may have negotiated non-standard AFR rates. This rebate percentage is
before the 15% tax deduction. The actual rebate you receive will be reduced by up to 15%.
– Multiplying your AFR rates by the applicable portion of your account balance, excluding balances in the AMP

MySuper investment options at the end of the month.

Your AFR is distributed proportionally across all investment options you hold, excluding AMP Term Deposits. Any AFR
attributable to your investment in AMP Term Deposits is distributed to AMP Super Cash.

If you receive an AFR, the amount will be shown on your Member Statement.

The AFR will differ depending upon whether you are in a Type A or a Type B plan. You can find your plan’s classification
in yourmember benefit schedule.

The next two AFR tables will apply to holdings in investment options other than the AMPMySuper investment option,
AMP Super Cash, AMP Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets.

Administration Fee Rebate table for Type A plans (excluding the AMPMySuper investment option, AMP Super Cash,
AMP Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets)

Total account balance(i)
CustomSuper
employerplansize $1millionormore

rebate
$500,000 to
$999,999 rebate

$200,000 to
$499,999 rebate

$100,000 to
$199,999 rebate

Under $100,000
rebate

% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa$ million

0.850.650.500.400.00Under 1.5

0.850.650.550.450.101.5–2.0

0.900.700.600.500.202.0–3.0

0.950.750.650.550.303.0–4.0

1.000.800.700.600.404.0–5.0

1.050.850.750.650.505.0–6.0

1.100.900.850.750.606.0–7.0

1.150.950.950.850.707.0–8.0

1.201.051.050.950.808.0–9.0

1.201.101.101.000.859.0–10.0

1.201.151.151.050.9010.0–12.5

1.201.201.201.101.0012.5–15.0

1.201.201.201.151.1015.0–20.0

1.201.201.201.201.2020.0 or more

(i) Your total account balance and employer plan size is used to determine the AFR rate. However, the dollar rebate is calculated
by multiplying the AFR rate by your account balance excluding any balance invested in AMPMySuper, AMP Super Cash, AMP
Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets. When converted into a dollar value, your AFR is distributed proportionally
across all investment options you hold excluding AMPMySuper and AMP Term Deposits.
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Administration Fee Rebate table for Type B plans (excluding the AMPMySuper investment option, AMP Super Cash,
AMP Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets)

Total account balance(i)
CustomSuper
employer plan
size

$3 million
or more
rebate

$1.5 million
to$2,999,999
rebate

$1 million to
$1,499,999
rebate

$500,000 to
$999,999
rebate

$200,000 to
$499,999
rebate

$100,000 to
$199,999
rebate

Under
$100,000
rebate

% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa$ million

0.850.850.750.600.400.400.00Under 1.5

0.850.850.750.600.450.400.051.5–2.0

1.000.850.850.650.500.400.102.0–3.0

1.000.850.850.650.500.450.203.0–4.0

1.000.900.850.650.500.500.304.0–5.0

1.000.950.850.700.550.550.405.0–6.0

1.001.000.900.750.650.650.506.0–7.0

1.001.000.950.800.750.750.607.0–8.0

1.051.051.000.850.850.850.708.0–9.0

1.101.101.050.900.900.900.759.0–10.0

1.151.151.100.950.950.950.8010.0–12.5

1.201.201.151.001.001.000.9012.5–15.0

1.201.201.201.051.051.051.0015.0–20.0

1.201.201.201.101.101.101.1020.0–50.0

1.201.201.201.151.151.151.1550.0–100.0

1.201.201.201.201.201.201.20100.0 or more

(i) Your total account balance and employer plan size is used to determine the AFR rate. However, the dollar rebate is calculated
by multiplying the AFR rate by your account balance excluding any balance invested in AMPMySuper, AMP Super Cash, AMP
Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets. When converted into a dollar value, your AFR is distributed proportionally
across all investment options you hold, excluding the AMPMySuper investment option and AMP Term Deposits.

The followingAFR tablewill apply toholdings inAMPSuperCash, AMPTermDeposits andAMPCapitalDynamicMarkets
whether you are in a Type A plan or a Type B plan.

AMP Super Cash, AMP Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets Administration Fee rebate table

Total account balance(i)
CustomSuper
employer plan size $3 million or more

rebate
$1.5 million to
$2,999,999 rebate

$1 million to
$1,499,999 rebate

Under $1 million
rebate

% pa% pa% pa% pa$ million

0.200.150.100.00All plan sizes

(i) Your total account balance is used to determine the AMP Super Cash, AMP Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets
AFR rate. However, the dollar rebate is calculated by multiplying the AMP Super Cash, AMP Term Deposits and AMP Capital
DynamicMarkets AFR rate by the balance invested in AMP Super Cash, AMP TermDeposits and AMP Capital DynamicMarkets
only. When converted into a dollar value, your AMP Super Cash, AMP Term Deposits and AMP Capital Dynamic Markets AFR is
distributed proportionally across all investment options you hold (except AMPMySuper and AMP Term Deposits).

Administration Fee Rebates do not apply to balances invested in the AMPMySuper investment options. Instead you
may be entitled to a MySuper Fee Rebate.
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CustomSuper employer paid fees

(Employee members only)

Your CustomSuper employermay have agreed to pay some of your fees, including any insurance premiums, orMySuper
Member Fee.

If your CustomSuper employer has agreed to pay your fees, including any insurance premiumsanddoes notmake those
payments within 90 days of their due date, or you are aged 65 or over and additional employer contributions can’t be
legallymade (see types of contributions) wewill deduct the payments from your account and change the arrangement
so that fees, including any insurance premiums are deducted from your account in future.

We will give you at least 30 days notice before we make this change, to give you time to discuss the overdue fees,
including any insurance premiums with the CustomSuper employer. If the overdue amounts are not received within
90 days of their original due date, wewill make the changes outlined above andwrite to you to confirmwe havemade
the change.

Changing the fees

The fees that currently apply to your CustomSuper account are charged by AMP Life under a life policies issued to the
Trustee. Under the policies, AMP Life is entitled to increase its fees, including performance based fees, by giving notice
to the Trustee. The Trustee and AMP Life may also change the fees, or introduce new fees, if they agree. None of these
changes require your consent. We will notify you at least 30 days before any increase in fees.

The trust deed for the SST permits us to be paid remuneration out of the SST of up to 3% pa of a member's account
balance. This is not currently charged, but we reserve the right to do so in the future.

The MySuper Member Fee, MySuper Exit Fee and Member Fee is increased on 1 July each year in line with increases in
the Consumer Price Index.

We can change the fees as set out below:

Howwe can change this feeFees and other costs

No limit. Can be changed for future contributions.Contribution Fee

We can change these fees by negotiating with investment managers. We can change:Performance Based Fees
– The rate of outperformance above the benchmark index required to earn a

Performance Based Fee.
– The benchmark used.
– Whether the Performance Based Fee is capped, and
– The Performance Based Fee arrangements with existing or incoming investment

managers without prior notice to you.
Thismeans that the amountpaid in PerformanceBased Fees to any investmentmanager
(including AMP Capital Investors) is not capped.
However, if the percentage of the outperformance above the benchmark index required
to earn a Performance Based Fee will be greater than 25%, we will give you at least 30
days’ notice.

We can change the amount of the rebate or the account balances and employer plan
sizes to which the rebate applies.

Administration Fee Rebate

Amaximum of the amount set out in the Fees and other costs table above, as adjusted
in line with any increase in the CPI on 1 July each year.

Member Fee (as applicable)

Up to 2.5%pa of the amount invested in the AMPMySuper investment option each year.MySuperAdministrationFee

Nomaximum. However, this fee on the AMPMySuper investment option may only be
increased up to a maximum of 1.5% pa at any time.

MySuper Investment Fee

Increases in line with any increase in the CPI on 1 July each year.MySuper Member Fee

Increases in line with any increase in the CPI on 1 July each year.MySuper Exit Fee

In the event you leave your employer and are transferred to another super arrangement, different fees, costs and
premiumsmay apply.
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Defined fees

DefinitionFee

A fee is an activity fee if:Activity fee
– the fee relates to costs incurred by trustee of the superannuation entity that are

directly related to an activity of the trustee:
– that is engaged in at the request, or with the consent, of a member; or
– that relates to a member and is required by law; and

– those costs are not otherwise charged as an administration fee, an investment fee,
a buy-sell spread, a switching fee, an exit fee, an advice fee or an insurance fee.

An administration fee is a fee that relates to the administration or operation of the
superannuation entity and includes costs incurred by the trustee of the entity that:

Administration fee

– relate to the administration or operation of the entity; and
– are not otherwise charged as an investment fee, a buy-sell spread, a switching fee,

an exit fee, an activity fee, an advice fee or an insurance fee.

A fee is an advice fee if:Advice fee
– the fee relates directly to costs incurred by the trustee of the superannuation entity

because of the provision of financial product advice to a member by:
– a trustee of the entity; or
– another person acting as an employee of, or under an arrangementwith, the

trustee of the entity; and
– those costs are not otherwise charged as an administration fee, an investment fee,

a switching fee, an exit fee, an activity fee or an insurance fee.

A buy-sell spread is a fee to recover transaction costs incurred by the trustee of the
superannuation entity in relation to the sale and purchase of assets of the fund.

Buy-sell spread

An exit fee is a fee to recover the costs of disposing of all or part of your interests in the
superannuation fund.

Exit fee

The indirect cost ratio (ICR), for a MySuper product or an investment option offered by
a superannuation entity, is the ratio of the total of the indirect costs for the MySuper
product or investment option, to the total average net assets attributed to theMySuper
product or investment option.

Indirect cost ratio (ICR)

Note: A dollar-based fee deducted directly from amember's account is not included in
the indirect cost ratio.

Relates to insurance premiums and costs incurred in providing insurance.Insurance fee

An investment fee is a fee that relates to the investmentof theassets of a superannuation
fund and includes:

Investment fee

– fees in payment for the exercise of care and expertise in the investment of those
assets (including performance fees); and

– costs incurred by the trustee of the fund that:
– relate to the investment of assets of the fund; and
– are not otherwise charged as an administration fee, a buy sell spread, a

switching fee, an exit fee, an activity fee, an advice fee or an insurance fee.

A switching feeSwitching fee
– for a MySuper option or product is a fee to recover the costs of switching all or part

of your interest in a superannuation fund fromMySuper to a Choice investment
option, and

– for Choice investment options is a fee to recover the costs of switching all or part
of your interest in the superannuation fund fromone investment option to another.
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Section ₆:

Insurance by
AMPLife

In this section you'll find out about:

What insurance cover is available?

Policy Document

Eligibility for insurance

Additional insurance cover

Automatic Acceptance Limit (AAL)



Including insurance cover in your super account can be a protection for peace of mind. It may also be a tax effective
way of financially protecting you and your family should you die or become disabled.

Having insurance cover with CustomSuper, members can have the following advantages:
– ability to view your current insurance cover online at any time using My Portfolio, available via

amp.com.au/customsuper or you can call us,
– insurance premiums are deducted from your CustomSuper account,
– ability to apply for additional insurance cover to meet your personal goals, and
– Interim Accident cover (if you have to provide medical evidence) while you are being assessed.

For Employee members you may also have the advantage of:
– corporate insurance premium rates, generally cheaper than individual retail premium rates, and
– not having to provide evidence of health, through Automatic Acceptance Limits (AALs), if certain conditions are

met.

You should talk to a financial adviser, to assist you in meeting your personal goals.

What insurance cover is available?

The types and formulas of insurance cover for Employee members have been chosen by your CustomSuper employer
for each category of membership in the CustomSuper plan.

Family members may apply for Death Only insurance cover, or Death and Total and Permanent Disablement insurance
cover if available under the CustomSuper plan.

Your CustomSuper plan may offer you:
– Death cover (including Terminal Illness benefit), or
– Death (including Terminal Illness benefit) and Total and Permanent Disablement (TPD) cover, or
– Death (including Terminal Illness benefit) and Temporary Salary Continuance (TSC) cover, or
– Death (including Terminal Illness benefit) and TPD and TSC cover, or
– Death (including Terminal Illness benefit) and TPD and Temporary Total Disablement (TTD) cover.

Please refer to yourmember benefit schedule or yourmember statement to confirm the insurance cover and the
insurance benefit that applies to you.

Policy document

The insurance cover in CustomSuper is provided under a policy of insurance issued to the trustee by the Insurer. In all
cases, a member’s insurance cover is subject to the terms and conditions of the insurance policy issued by the insurer.

In the event of any inconsistency between the terms and conditions of the insurance policy and this fact sheet, the
terms and conditions of the insurance policy prevail.

Eligibility for insurance

Death and TPD cover is available to employee members aged 15 and over and to family members aged 16 and over.
See the sectionwhen does insurance cover start and cease? for more details.

TSC cover and TTD(i) cover is only available to permanent employees (see Insurance definitions section), working 15
hours or more per week.

Completing home duties in
a full-time capacity

Regularly working less than
15 hours per week

Regularly working 15 hours
or more per week

Cover available

Death cover

TPD cover

TSC or TTD(i) cover

(i) TTD is only available to new Employees joining existing CustomSuper plans that provide TTD cover (not available to all
CustomSuper plans).
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Note: For employee members, your CustomSuper employer will confirm your work hours per week upon joining
CustomSuper andat thepoint of claim todecide if youare eligible for theapplicable insurance cover. TheCustomSuper
employer should advise AMP Life of any change in your working hours. Premiums will be charged based on the last
advice to us and not refunded retrospectively.

For family members, your eligibility for insurance will be assessed by AMP Life when you submit your application form.
The part of the definition used to assess your illness or injury depends on your hours of work at the time of the event
that caused the TPD claim. In the event of a claim, you will also be asked to confirm your hours of work at point of TPD
claim with your employer. Refer to the sectionwhat happens if you become Totally and Permanently Disabled.

Employee members’ insurance cover

Standard insurance cover

Standard cover is insurance cover that is usually calculated by a formula. Your CustomSuper employer has selected the
standard cover formula that applies to your membership category.

If no option has beenmade by your employer the insurer will provide your plan ormembership category with standard
cover of Death and TPD at the minimum set below. The standard insurance cover and formula that applies to you is
shown on your Member Benefit Schedule.

The value of your standard cover is calculated:
– when you join the plan
– at the most recent annual review date, and
– when you change your multiple of the standard cover.

Default insurance cover

Default insurance cover is the cover amount normally provided to employee members under your plan’s insurance
arrangement (subject to you qualifying for automatic cover and acceptance by AMP Life where your cover exceeds the
Automatic Acceptance Limit).

Standard cover is the formula upon which your default cover is based. Default insurance cover is a multiple (one or
more) of your standard cover. Your CustomSuper employer/policy committee may have selected the default cover that
applies to your plan or membership category. Refer to yourmember benefit schedule.

Note: If your CustomSuper plan has transferred from another insurer to AMP Life, then you should read the section
takeover terms for insurance.

How are standard cover and default cover calculated?

Example

John is an Employee member of the XYZ CustomSuper plan.

John has a salary of $50,000.

The standard cover formula selected by the employer for the XYZ CustomSuper plan is three times salary.

The default cover multiple selected by the employer for the XYZ Customer plan is two times the standard cover.

Standard cover = $150,000 (ie 3 x $50,000)

Default cover = $300,000 (ie 2 x $150,000)

John’s insurance cover will be equal to the default cover of $300,000.

Note: The above example is provided by the way of illustration only and is based on the factors given. The example
should not be taken as the actual amount of standard and default cover you will receive.
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Minimum Death & TPD cover for employee members

If AMP Life has agreed to provide insurance for your plan and providing youmeet the insurance eligibility requirements,
you will have Death and TPD cover according to the default arrangements for your plan.

AMP Life will continue to check each year at your plan’s annual review date to ensure your Death and TPD cover at least
equals the minimum cover described below.

Any change to the amount of your insured cover may also affect your insurance premiums in the same proportion and
in accordance with the premium rate tables that apply to your plan.

Minimum Death & TPD cover for employee members

Minimum cover ($)Age range

00–19

50,00020–34

35,00035–39

20,00040–44

14,00045–49

7,00050–55

056 and over

Additional insurance cover

If your plan provides Death or Death and TPD cover, you may be able to apply to increase your cover to a nominated
multiple of the standard cover available in your plan (or category).

When applying for additional insurance cover, you may need to provide evidence of your health (seewill you need to
provide details of your health for additional cover?).

If you are an Employee member and join outside of the eligibility criteria you may be able to subsequently apply for
TSC cover. If you are an eligible Employeemember, your TSC coverwill initially be limitedup to theAutomatic Acceptance
Limit (AAL) when your salary is provided by your employer. If yourmonthly benefit exceeds the AALmaking you eligible
for higher TSC cover, your TSC cover will be limited to the AAL until you provide information about your health and your
application for additional cover is accepted by us.

Check yourmember benefit schedule, yourmember statement or call AMP Corporate Super Customer Service to see
what cover is available to your plan (or category).

Howmuch additional cover can you have?

If your plan allows additional cover you can apply to increase your Death and TPD cover however, your total cover must
not exceed the maximum cover limits.

The level of insurance cover you need will depend upon your own personal circumstances and your needs to provide
for your family and/or other beneficiaries.

How do you apply for additional cover?

Simply complete the additional insurance cover form. You can apply at any time. You need to be either:
– at work (see the definition in understanding superannuation terms), actively performing your normal duties and

work hours, or
– on leave for reasons other than illness or injury.

We will advise you in writing if you are required to provide evidence of health.
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Will you need to provide details of your health for additional cover?

You will not need to provide information about your health if:
– you are applying for two or three times the standard1 cover for your plan (or category), and
– the total cover required does not exceed the AAL for your plan, and
– when you apply, you are ‘at work’ actively performing your normal duties and work hours or on leave for reasons

other than illness or injury and you apply within:
– three months of first being eligible for additional cover in the CustomSuper plan, or
– 30 days from the date of your welcome letter (if this is later).

If you don't meet these conditions, you will need to provide details of your health. AMP Life will consider your medical
history, your likely future good health, your occupation, lifestyle and family history before deciding whether to accept
your application for additional cover.

Depending on the evidence supplied, your application for insurance cover may be rejected or may be accepted, subject
to conditions, or accepted with special limits or premium rates imposed.

Standard cover that AMP Life can provide:

Age Base ScaleFixed Sum InsuredMultiple of Salary% x Salary x Future
Years of Service
(FYS)

1 Unit$50,0001 x Salary5% x Salary x FYS1 Standard unit of cover

3 Units$150,0003 x Salary15% x Salary x FYSOption to increase allows up
to 3 units of standard cover IN
TOTAL, ie

Example 1

2 Units$100,000
(being 2 x $50,000)

2 x Salary10% x Salary x FYS
(being 2 x 5% )

Default formula set by your
employer

1 Unit$50,0001 x Salary5% x Salary x FYSAdditional cover from Option
to increase

Example 2

4 Units$200,000 (being 4 x
$50,000)

4 x Salary20% x Salary x FYS
(being 4 x 5% )

Default formula set by your
employer

0 Unit$0$0N/AAdditional cover from Option
to increase

Note: The above examples are provided by the way of illustration only and are based on the factors given. The
examples should not be taken as the actual amount of standard and default cover you will receive.

When will your additional cover commence?

If your application is accepted, AMP Life will write to you to confirm the increase in cover and the premium that will
apply. The additional cover will commence from the date AMP Life accepts your application. Until then, your current
level of cover will apply.

While your completed application is being assessed you will have Interim Accident cover (see Interim Accident cover).

If you decline your additional cover, once assessed

If you decide not to go ahead with the additional insurance cover once AMP has confirmed the increase and premium
rate that will apply, contact AMP Corporate Super Customer Service.

1 If your CustomSuper employer has selected two times the standard formula for your plan or membership category as your default
insurance, generally only three times the standard formula and not three times the default will be available without the need for
you to provide information about your health. (See the below tables). You will need to check yourmember benefit schedule, your
member statement or call AMP Corporate Super Customer Service to check the conditions that apply to you.
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Example

Matthew’s standard cover =
$250,000

Brad’s standard cover =
$100,000

Jane’s standard cover =
$50,000

When is evidence of health required?
Applying for additional cover: Total cover applied for is 3 x
standard cover (within three months of first being eligible
and the employee member is at work)

Standard coverEmployee
member

Total cover = $150,000 ($50,000 standard + $100,000
additional)

Total cover = $50,000Jane
– no evidence of health

required – no evidence of health required.

Total cover = $300,000 ($100,000 standard + $200,000
additional)

Total cover = $100,000Brad
– no evidence of health

required – first $200,000 – no evidence of health required
– next $100,000 (the additional cover in excess of the AAL)

– needs evidence of health.

Total cover = $750,000 ($250,000 standard + $500,000
additional)

Total cover = $250,000Matthew
– first $200,000 – no evidence

of health required – first $200,000 – no evidence of health required
– –next $50,000 (the default

cover in excess of the AAL) –
needs evidence of health

next $50,000 (the default cover in excess of the AAL) –
needs evidence of health

– next $500,000 (the additional cover in excess of the AAL)
– needs evidence of health.

Applying for additional cover: Total cover applied for is 3 x
standard cover (after three months of first being eligible and
the employee member is at work)

Standard coverEmployee
member

Total cover = $300,000 ($100,000 standard + $200,000
additional)

Total cover = $100,000Brad
– no evidence of health

required – first $100,000 – no evidence of health required
– next $200,000– the total additional coverneedsevidence

of health.

Note: The above examples are provided by way of illustration only and are based on the facts given. The examples
should not be considered to reflect the AAL or the insurance terms and conditions applicable to you.

Commencing cover – Automatic Acceptance Limit (AAL)

AMP Life can generally provide an AAL for employee members up to certain limits. Please see your Member Benefit
Schedule for any AAL that applies.

This means that even if you can’t get cover under a personal insurance policy because of your health or your leisure
activities, you may still be able to get cover under CustomSuper, without having to provide information about your
health.

To qualify for automatic acceptance:
– Your plan (or relevant membership category) must have been accepted for an AAL.
– You must be an Employee of the CustomSuper employer.
– You must join the plan (or category) within three months of first becoming eligible.
– Youmust be ‘atwork’ actively performing all your normal duties of your usual occupation during your normalwork

hours andnot in receipt of or entitled to claim incomesupport benefits fromany source including,without limitation,
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Workers' Compensation, statutory transport accident benefits and disability income benefits, on the day you join,
or be absent for reasons other than illness or injury, eg annual leave, and

– Your CustomSuper employer cannot have previously made Superannuation Guarantee (SG) contributions for you
to another super fund.

Your CustomSuper employer must certify these things when they tell us you are joining the plan (or category). If this
certification is incorrect, AMP Lifemay have the right to void the insurance cover and refuse to pay any insured amount.

Note: If you choose to join your CustomSuper plan more than three months after you were first eligible to join the
plan, anAALwill not be available. Youwill need to provide evidence of your health. Seewhat if anAALdoesn’t apply?.

What if an AAL doesn’t apply?

If you don’t qualify for an AAL, or if it is not available for your CustomSuper plan, you will need to apply for cover.

You will need to provide information about your health and medical history so AMP Life can assess your application.

Depending on the evidence supplied, insurance cover may be refused, or accepted, subject to conditions, or accepted
with special limits or premium rates imposed.

Until AMP Life accepts your application, you will not have any insurance cover in your CustomSuper plan.

When does insurance cover start and cease

Default cover (if applicable) starts fromwhen you join CustomSuper, subject to eligibility conditions, even if youhaven’t
contributed to your plan.Whenwe receive a contributionwewill deduct the costs of your cover from the date it started.
If we don’t receive a contribution within 60 days of your plan starting your cover will be cancelled (but only after we
have advised you).

If you are an Employee member, your cover will stop in CustomSuper when:
– you cease to be an Employee or non-executive director with the CustomSuper employer (see yourmember benefit

schedule). However, youmay be transferred to a personal Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan and insurance cover may
be continued in the personal Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan, subject to certain eligibility conditions – see thewhat
happens on leaving or retirement? section for more information,

– 60 days after your account is transferred to Flexible Lifetime® – Super because it is dormant,
– you cease to be a member of CustomSuper,
– for permanent Employees with TSC cover, your TSC cover will stop when your regular hours have reduced below

the minimum 15 hours per week,
– you die,
– you have been paid a Terminal Illness benefit; however, if your Death cover is more than $2 million, the remaining

Death cover is paid on death,
– you have been paid a TPD benefit (however, some plans may allow TSC benefits to continue to be paid after a TPD

benefit is paid),
– for TSC insurance, the TSC benefit payment period expires,
– for TPD and TSC cover when your Death cover ceases,
– your employer is not paying your premiums and there isn’t enough money in your account to pay them. We will

write to you giving 60 days’ notice before your cover stops to give you time to make additional contributions to
your account,

– your membership in CustomSuper is for insurance purposes only, your account balance is nil, your CustomSuper
employer is paying your premiums andMember Fees (subject to the sectionwhen can we accept contributions
section of the other super information guide) and your CustomSuper employer stops paying the premiums or
Member Fees. We will write to you giving 60 days’ notice before your cover stops to give you the opportunity to
contribute to your account (so we can commence deducting premiums or Member Fees from your account) or
arrange alternate insurance cover elsewhere,

– you write to us and tell us you want to cancel your cover or close your account,
– your CustomSuper employer writes to us and tells us they want to cancel the cover that applies to your plan (or

membership category),
– for TSC or TTD insurance, when you are on unpaid leave (including parental leave),
– for Death and TPD cover, you are on unpaid leave (including parental leave) for more than two years and AMP Life

has not agreed to provide insurance cover beyond two years,
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– your overseas secondment continues beyond three years and AMP Life has not agreed to provide insurance cover
beyond three years, or

– you reach the insurance cessation age for your plan, which can be up to:
age 702 (Employee members) for Death cover,–

– age 65 for TPD, TTD and TSC insurance, whichever occurs first.

See the section on leaving the CustomSuper plan.

See the section on insurance cover during unpaid leave.

Family membership insurance cover in a CustomSuper Employer plan

If offered, Family members age 16 or over can apply for insurance cover in the Employer plan at any time, subject to
underwriting and acceptance by AMP Life, as long as you are:
– age 65 or under for Death cover, and
– age 55 or under for TPD cover.

Your parent or guardian will need to co-sign your application if you are under age 18.

If offered, insurance cover available is either:
– Death Only cover, or
– Death and TPD cover.

When you apply, you nominate the dollar amount of cover you want. Theminimum amount of cover you can apply for
is $30,000 and TPD cover is only available with Death cover.

You will need to provide evidence of your health as outlined on the Family Member application form, so AMP Life can
assess your application. While your application is being assessed you will have Interim Accident cover.

If your application for cover is accepted, AMP Life will write to you to confirm your cover and the premium rate that
will apply. Your cover will commence from the date that AMP Life accepts your application.

The amount of your coverwill remain fixedunless youhave chosen tohave your cover indexed (see headings indexation
onyourDeath coverand indexationonyour TPD coverunder the sectiondetails of insurance cover). There is no reduction
from age 60 to age 65 on TPD cover.

To apply for cover or to apply for additional insurance cover, contact AMP Corporate Super Customer Service.

How to apply for family member insurance

If offered you can apply for Family member insurance when you apply to become a family member.

If you are an existing family member, you can apply to add insurance to your family account. Contact AMP Corporate
Super Customer Service and we will send you the Family Member application form.

Depending on the evidence supplied, your application for insurance cover or application for additional insurance cover
may be rejected, or may be accepted subject to conditions, or accepted with special limits or premium rates imposed.

When does cover start for family members in a CustomSuper Employer plan

Cover starts fromwhen written acceptance of the application is provided by AMP Life, even if you haven’t contributed
to your CustomSuper plan.

When does cover stop for family members in a CustomSuper Employer plan

Insurance cover in CustomSuper for a family member will end when:
– you reach the insurance cessation age, which is 85 for Death cover and 65 for TPD cover,
– a TPD benefit is paid,
– you die,
– you have been paid a Terminal Illness benefit; however, if your Death cover is more than $2 million, the remaining

Death cover is paid on death,
– you write to AMP to cancel cover,
– you cease to be a member of CustomSuper,
– premiums have not been paid for 60 days, and there isn’t enough money in your account to pay them. We will

write to you giving 60 days’ notice before your cover stops to give you time to make additional contributions to
your account,

2 Death cover ceases at age 65 if your employer has chosen an aged based scale or years of future service formula
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– the Employeemember you have a relationshipwith ceases to be employed by the CustomSuper employer or leaves
the CustomSuper plan – you will be transferred to a personal Flexible Lifetime® – Super Plan, and insurance cover
may continue subject to certain eligibility conditions – see thewhat happens on leaving or retirement section for
more information),

– 60 days after your account is transferred to Flexible Lifetime® – Super because it is dormant,
– you cease to be in a family relationship with the Employee member - You will be transferred to a personal Flexible

Lifetime® – Super plan, and insurance cover may be continued in the personal Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan,
subject to certain eligibility conditions– see thewhathappenson leavingor retirement section formore information,
or

– the CustomSuper plan terminates, whichever occurs first.
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Section ₇:

Details of
insurance cover
In this section you'll get a quick overview of:

Death cover

Terminal Illness

Total and Permanent Disablement (TPD) cover

Temporary Salary Continuance (TSC) cover

Interim Accident cover



Death cover

(Available to employee and family members)

Death cover is a lump sum amount, paid in addition to your super account balance if you die while an insuredmember
of your CustomSuper plan.

Death cover automatically includes the Terminal Illness benefit (see below).

Maximum amount of Death cover

There generally is no maximum amount for Death cover, but applications for Death cover amounts above $2.4 million
are subject to AMP Life’s approval before cover can commence.

What happens if you die?

If you die while you are an insured member of CustomSuper, your Death cover will be paid (in addition to your super
account balance), as part of your Death benefit. Information on how you can nominate a beneficiary and how Death
benefits are paid is available in the section nominating your beneficiaries. Family members under age 18 are not able
to nominate beneficiaries and therefore ‘no nomination’ provisions will apply.

What is the Terminal Illness benefit and when is it paid?

The Terminal Illness benefit is an early payment of the Death cover if you suffer a terminal Illness and is included
automatically with Death cover. For the definition of ‘Terminal Illness’, see the insurance definitions heading under
the understanding superannuation terms section.

AMP Lifewill pay an insured Terminal Illness benefit equal to 100%of your Death cover (up to a total limit of $2million).

Any further Death cover is paid on death.

Insurance premiums andMember Fees (where applicable) are waived after AMP Life pays this benefit, except for the
insurance premiums on any remaining Death cover on your plan.

We reduce the Death cover and Total and Permanent Disablement cover by the amount of any Terminal Illness benefit
that is paid.

If your Death cover commenced prior to 1 July 2014 and you have continuously held Death cover since, you should note
that the Trustee can only pay the Terminal Illness benefit in accordance with the superannuation rules. There may be
some instances where the Trustee will not be able to pay a Terminal Illness benefit directly to you. AMP Life will pay it
to your super account if you do not satisfy a condition of release. For more details you should refer to the definition of
Terminal IIlness.

Family members

Application for Death cover

All applications for a family member’s Death cover are subject to AMP Life’s approval before cover can commence.

Indexation on your Death cover

If a Family member’s Death cover is accepted, your Death cover will be indexed at your CustomSuper plan’s review
date. You can choose to opt out of this indexation feature by simply writing to us.

The rate of indexation is the higher of:
– 5%, and
– the annual change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). 1

Exclusion for Death cover

(For family members only)

If a family member’s death is caused by intentional self-inflicted injury or suicide within 13 months of cover being
taken out, increased or reinstated, we will not pay the amount of the Death benefit taken out, increased or reinstated.

1 The CPI period is for the 12 months to the previous March.
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Exclusion for Death cover

(For employee and family members)

AMP Life will not pay an insured Death benefit for an employee or family member if death is caused by an act of war
(whether declared or not) while the member was overseas for the purposes of their employer

Total and Permanent Disablement (TPD) cover

(Available to employee and family members)

Total and Permanent Disablement cover is a lump sum amount paid if you become ‘Totally and Permanently Disabled’
(see definition of TPD in understanding superannuation terms) while you are insured for TPD with your CustomSuper
plan.

TPD cover is only available with Death cover, and cannot be for an amount greater than your Death cover.

The part of the TPD definition used to assess your illness or injury depends on your hours of work at the time of the
event that caused the TPD claim.

TPD cover generally has a six month waiting period (unless otherwise negotiated by your CustomSuper employer).

For employee members:

In most cases, the TPD insurance arrangement for your plan will automatically make your TPD cover reduce as you get
older. But if this is not the case (eg if your TPD cover is defined as a fixed dollar amount or a fixed multiple of salary),
we will progressively reduce your TPD cover after age 60 so that it reaches zero at your CustomSuper plan’s normal
retirement age. In most cases the normal retirement age will be your 65th birthday (so TPD cover will reduce over the
five years prior to retirement).

Maximum amount of TPD cover

TPD cover is limited to a maximum of $3 million.

Family members

Application for TPD cover

All applications for a family member’s TPD cover are subject to AMP Life’s approval before cover can commence.

Indexation on your TPD cover

If a family member’s TPD cover is accepted, your TPD cover will be indexed at your CustomSuper plan’s review date.
You can choose to opt out of this indexation feature by simply writing to us. The rate of indexation is the higher of:
– 5%, and
– the annual change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). 2

Exclusion for TPD cover

(For family members only)

If a family member’s disablement is caused by intentional self-inflicted injury we will not pay the benefit.

Exclusion for TPD cover

(For employee and family members)

AMP Life will not pay an insured TPD benefit for an employee member or family member if disablement is caused by
any act of war (whether declared or not) while the member was overseas for the purposes of their employer.

2 The CPI period is for the 12 months to the previous March.
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What happens if you become Totally and Permanently Disabled?

If you have TPD cover (and you become Totally and Permanently Disabled) while you are an insured member of
CustomSuper, AMP Life may pay a lump sum benefit.

The part of the definition used to assess your illness or injury depends on your hours of work at the time of the event
that caused the TPD claim. See the table below:

Completing home
duties in a full-time
capacity

Regularly working less
than15hoursperweek

Regularly working 15
hours or more per
week

TPD definition part available

TPD part 1 (unable to work)

TPD part 2 (loss of limbs and sight)

TPD part 3 (loss of independent living)

Part 4 (home duties)

Part 5 (loss of cognitive function)

If a TPD benefit is payable:
– AMP Life will pay it to you if you satisfy a condition of release, such as being ‘permanently incapacitated’ (see

accessing your super).
– For those whose TPD cover commenced prior to 1 July 2014 and you have continuously held TPD cover since, AMP

Life will pay it to your super account if you do not satisfy a condition of release. (This is especially relevant if you
are claiming TPD under the Professional Occupation or SeniorManagerial Duties parts of the definition of TPD, see
the TPD definition under the heading insurance definitions in the section understanding superannuation terms).

– Payments of any TSC benefit will stop (Note: Some plans may allow TSC benefits to continue to be paid if a TPD
benefit is paid. Your Member Benefit Schedule will confirm if this is the case).

– Payment of any TTD benefits will stop, and
– Your Death cover will cease.

Please refer to the section on how to make a claim for further details.

Temporary Salary Continuance (TSC) cover

(Available to permanent employee members only)

Total Disability benefit

Temporary Salary Continuance cover is an income replacement amount paid to youmonthly if youmeet the definition
of ‘Totally Disabled’ (see definition of Totally Disabled in insurance definitions) while insured for TSC with your
CustomSuper plan.

Your CustomSuper employer has selectedwhether TSC cover applies to yourmembership category. If TSC cover applies
to you, your CustomSuper employer has selected:
– the percentage of your income payable as TSC cover, and
– the benefit payment period, and waiting period.

TSC cover is available with Death cover or Death and TPD cover, to permanent Employees regularly working 15 hours
or more per week. TSC cover is not available to:
– casual and contract Employees
– non-executive directors, and
– family members.

Note: Please see yourmember benefit schedule to determine if TSC cover applies to you.
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Your TSC benefit period

CustomSuper offers a benefit period of either:
– up to two years, or
– up to age 65.

Theapplicableperiod for you is selectedby yourCustomSuper employer and is statedonyourmemberbenefit schedule.

To age 65 benefit period – additional features

If TSC cover has a benefit period of up to age 65, there are some additional features of your TSC insurance:
– CPI indexation: Your TSC benefit amount will be indexed annually by CPI (up to 10%), at the end of each year of

continuous disablement while on claim. CPI indexation will cease once you are no longer considered disabled by
AMP Life.

– TPD benefit: TSC benefit payments will not cease if you are paid a TPD benefit.

Maximum amount of TSC cover

TSC cover is limited to:
– 75% of the first $320,000 of salary, and
– 50% of salary above that,

with an overall maximum insured amount of $30,000monthly benefit for two year benefit periods or $25,000monthly
benefit for benefit periods of to age 65.

Premiums for TSC cover stop while a TSC benefit is being paid. But your Death and TPD cover continues and we will
continue to deduct those premiums from your account.

When does AMP Life pay?

If you stop working or go on unpaid leave for reasons other than injury or illness, then AMP Life will not pay any TSC
benefits.

AMP Life pays when you have been disabled for the ‘waiting period’ (see definition under the heading insurance
definitions in section understanding superannuation terms) and meet the definition of disability. AMP Life pays in
arrears, so AMP Life makes the first payment one month after the waiting period ends.

If AMP Life is already paying because you are Totally Disabled (see definition under the heading insurance definitions
in understanding superannuation terms) and then you become partially disabled, AMP Life keeps paying on the same
dates. (The waiting period does not start again).

AMP Life pays for a benefit period of either two years or to age 65 including all periods of total and Partial Disability
payments resulting from the same or related illness or injury.

If, during the waiting period, you reach age 65 or the nominated insurance cessation date for your plan (if earlier), you
will not be eligible to claim because your TSC insurance cover will have ceased.

Returning to work during the waiting period

Am I able to work during the waiting period?

The waiting period starts when you first become totally disabled. You may return to work during the waiting period
for five days (or less) in a rowwithout the waiting period starting again. The waiting period will end when the number
of days you have been unable to work equals the waiting period. However, if you work for more than five days in a row
during the waiting period, that waiting period stops andmust restart again from the beginning if you are again totally
disabled.
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Offsets – If you receive income from other sources

If you receive income amounts from other sources while we pay you a Total Disability Benefit, AMP Life will reduce the
amount it pays by those amounts.

However, AMP Life does not paymore than themaximummonthly benefit, which is the amount it has agreed to insure
you for.

Payments that are taken into account as other sources include:
– income from your occupation
– regular payments from any social security, compensation scheme, government or government authority
– regular payments from any compensation scheme or super pension or insurance plan payable because you are ill

or injured.

If any of these amounts are paid other thanmonthly, AMP Lifewill convert them tomonthly payments for its calculation.

AMP Life does not take investment income or other forms of unearned income into account.

Partial Disability benefit

The Partial Disability benefit provides you with a portion of the TSC cover if after being unable to work, you return to
work but earn less because of your illness or injury.

You are considered to be partially disabled if:
– you were totally disabled for the first two weeks of the waiting period (14 consecutive days), and
– an illness or injury which made you unable to work causes you to earn less than you did before a period of Total

Disability, and
– you have the approval of your doctor to return to work and the insurer agrees, and
– you remain under the ongoing care and advice of your doctor.

When AMP Life pays the Partial Disability benefit the benefit is calculated as

(A-B) x C

A

Where:
A. is yourmonthly earningsprior to TotalDisability (Pre-disability income). For adefinition, seeheadingunder insurance

definitions in understanding superannuation terms section.
B. is your current monthly earnings for your occupation.
C. is the total monthly TSC cover.

Offsets (Partial Disability benefit) – if you receive income from other sources

If you receive income amounts from other sources while we pay you, AMP Life will reduce the amount it pays. It will
reduce the amount paid so you don’t receive more than 100% of your Pre-disability income (see insurance definitions
under the understanding super terms section) while you are partially disabled. However, AMP Life does not pay more
than the maximummonthly benefit.

Payments that we take into account include:
– income from your occupation.
– regular payments from any social security, compensation scheme, government or government authority.
– regular payments from any compensation scheme or superannuation pension or insurance plan payable because

you are ill or injured.

If any of these amounts are paid other thanmonthly, AMP Lifewill convert them tomonthly payments for its calculation.

AMP Life does not take investment income or other forms of unearned income into account.

Recurrent disability

If you return to work and we stop paying, another claim for the same or a related cause will be treated as a new claim
if you have worked in your usual occupation, for at least your usual income for six months or more. The waiting period
and the benefit period will start again.

If a relapse occurs within six months of when your claim stopped AMP Life treats the relapse as a continuation of the
previous claim and it will waive the waiting period. The benefit period does not restart.
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Superannuation Contribution cover

The Superannuation Contribution cover is an optional feature that your CustomSuper employer can provide under
your plan.

This option provides you with additional assurance that during a period of either Total or Partial Disablement super
contributions continue to be paid into your CustomSuper account. Please see the section on accessing your super.

YourCustomSuper employer can choose theSuperannuationContribution cover provided tomembers in your employer
plan. The amount of Superannuation Contribution cover if applicable, is expressed as a percentage of salary, and is
subject to a maximum of 15%.

The sum of your total insured TSC cover, including Superannuation Contribution cover if applicable, cannot exceed the
overall maximum amount of TSC cover (see section onmaximum amount of TSC cover).

If AMP Life pays you either a Total or Partial Disability benefit, it will also pay a claim under your Superannuation
Contribution cover if applicable. Claim payments under this feature are paid into your account. As they are insurance
claim payments, contributions tax and the Contribution Fee (if applicable) will not apply.

Note: Please see yourmember benefit schedule to determine if this option applies to you.

Exclusions for TSC cover?

AMP Life doesn’t pay a TSC payment when disablement is caused by:
– intentional self-inflicted injury,
– any act of war – whether declared or not,
– anyother specific limitationor restrictions appliedbyAMPLife andadvised to you in yourMemberBenefit Schedule

or otherwise before your cover commences.

Please note that AMP Life does not regard pregnancy or childbirth as either an illness or an injury, so AMP Life does not
pay for this condition. However, AMP Life will pay if you are unable to work because you suffer complications during
pregnancy or while giving birth.

What happens if you stop working?

If you stopworking or go on unpaid leave for reasons other than injury or illness, thenwewill not pay any TSC benefits.
If you leave employment then you should tell us to stop your cover – otherwise AMP Life will continue charging you
the full premium.

For more details, refer to insurance cover during unpaid leave in the other insurance information section.

When will TSC payments cease?

TSC benefit payments will stop when you:
– in the insurer's opinion, you are no longer totally disabled, or
– you are receiving Partial Disability benefits and are able to earn your full income again, or
– you die, or
– in our opinion, becomeTotally and Permanently Disabled (however, someplansmay allowTSCbenefits to continue

to be paid after a TPD benefit is paid. Your Member Benefit Schedule will confirm if this is the case), or
– reach age 65 (or the nominated insurance cessation date for your plan if earlier), or
– we have paid payments for the total applicable benefit period (either two years or to age 65),
– you engage in or perform any occupation or you work for reward, other than when we agree your return to work

is part of your rehabilitation,

whichever occurs first.
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Temporary Total Disablement (TTD) cover

(Available to employee members only)

Temporary Total Disablement (TTD) is only available to newemployees joining existingCustomSuper plans that provide
TTD cover.

TTD is a monthly payment paid to you if you meet the definition of Temporary Total Disablement (TTD) (see definition
of ‘TTD’ in the section insurance definitions) while insured for TTD with your CustomSuper plan.

TTD is only available in combination with Death and TPD cover to permanent employees regularly working 15 or more
hours per week. It is not available to non-executive directors.

Note: Please see yourmember benefit schedule to determine if TTD cover applies to you.

You must be Totally Disabled for the whole of the waiting period before TTD payments can commence.

If TTD payments have commenced and you (with AMP Life agreement) return to work, AMP Life will reduce the TTD
cover by 75% of annual income earned, if you earn an income by working while receiving TSC benefits. (See section on
offsets – if you receive income from other sources).

If a TTDbenefit is payable,wewill only pay it to you if youqualify as ‘Temporarily incapacitated’ under the superannuation
law.

Maximum amount of TTD cover

TTD cover is limited to 75% of salary.

What happens if you become Temporarily Totally Disabled?

If you have TTD cover and you become temporarily Totally Disabled while you are an insuredmember of CustomSuper,
AMP Life will pay you a monthly benefit. Payment will begin after completion of the waiting period.

Death and TPD cover continues while a TTD benefit is being paid and we will continue to deduct premiums from your
account.

The monthly TTD benefit is reduced by the full amount of any sick leave or annual leave paid, workers compensation
benefits or any proceeds from other income insurance policies or other pension you may receive.

If you receive TTD benefits for a time and (within six months after you stop receiving these benefits) you are again
Temporarily Totally Disabled from the same or related cause, then we will waive the waiting period for the second
period of disablement so that benefit payments will start immediately.

Please refer to the section on how to make a claim.

When will TTD payments cease?

Payments will stop when you:
– in the insurer's opinion, are no longer totally disabled.
– engage in or perform any occupation or work for reward other than when we agree to your return to work in a

reduced capacity with an associated reduction in benefit payments.
– die.
– in our opinion, become Totally and Permanently Disabled.
– reach age 65 (or the nominated insurance cessation age for your plan if this is earlier),

whichever occurs first.
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Interim Accident cover

(Available to all members)

If you are an insured person and apply to add or increase your cover, AMP Life will provide Interim Accident cover while
considering your application.

If you are an insured personwho qualifies for automatic acceptance and your default cover exceeds the plan’s AAL, you
will need to apply for that part of your cover. While your application is being assessed, AMP Life will provide Interim
Accident cover for that part of your cover, which exceeds the plan’s AAL.

When does cover start?

If the insured person is applying or adding cover, the Interim Accident cover will start fromwhen we receive their fully
completed application form.

Interim Accident Death cover is provided if you apply for Death cover, and Interim Accident TPD cover is providedwhere
you apply for TPD cover. Interim TSC cover is provided where you apply for TSC cover.

For Employeememberswho are eligible for default insurance cover in excess of their Automatic Acceptance Limit, their
Interim Accident cover will start fromwhen AMP Life tells them that they need to provide information about their
health. The insured person will need to be ‘at work’ performing their normal duties and work hours to be eligible for
this cover.

When does cover stop?

Cover will stop on the earliest of:
– 90 days from the date Interim Accident cover starts,
– the date their insurance commences, or
– the date you withdraw your application, or
– the date we cancel the Interim Accident cover, or
– AMP Life accepting, refusing or imposing conditions or special limits for the cover applied for.

Howmuch cover?

– If the insured person dies, AMP Life pays the Interim Accident cover for Death cover that has been applied for, but
we do not pay more than $1 million.

– If the insured person becomes Totally and Permanently Disabled, AMP Life pays the Interim Accident cover for TPD
cover, but AMP Life does not pay more than $600,000. If the insured person has TSC cover the monthly amount
AMP Life pays will be the lesser of:

– 75% of their Salary at the commencement of the disability, or
– the TSCbenefit calculated according to the default TSCbenefit formula for the plan if it provides for a benefit

less than 75% of their salary, or
– $10,000 per month.

AMP Life will only pay out that part of the benefit whichwould have been accepted under standard underwriting rules
and exclusions.

When will a benefit be paid?

AMP Life will only pay a benefit if:
– the insured persons have Death cover and dies solely because of an ‘accident’
– the insured persons has TPD cover and, because of an accident, they are disabled because of the total and

irrecoverable loss of:
– the use of two limbs, or
– the sight of both eyes, or
– the use of one limb and the total and irrevocable loss of the sight of one eye,

where limbmeans the whole hand below the wrist or whole foot below the ankle.

The loss must be unable to be remedied and you must survive at least 14 days after the loss.

If the insured person has TSC cover AMP Life will pay if they become unable to work solely as a result of an Accident
occurring during the period when they had Interim Accident cover. The benefit is paid monthly while they are unable
to work, starting from the end of the waiting period, for a maximum of 12 months.
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When won’t we pay a benefit?

AMP Life will not pay when death or disablement is caused by intentional self-inflicted injury or suicide.

When isn’t this cover available?

Interim Accident cover will not be available if the insured person:
– has ever withdrawn an application for insured benefits (including through a super fund), or
– has ever applied for similar cover and cover was declined, or
– has applied for similar cover elsewhere.

Can Interim Accident cover change?

If AMP Life changes the insurance offer while your application for cover is being assessed, Interim Accident cover may
change.

If Interim Accident cover does change, we will write and advise the insured person of the change.

Definition of Accident

Accident is bodily injury caused directly or solely by violent, external and visible means and independent of all other
causes.
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Section ₈:

Other insurance
information
This section outlines the insurance information that all members need to read
to further understand their insurance with CustomSuper.



Insurance and Choice of Fund

If Choice of Fund applies to you, you should consider your insurance arrangements carefully before choosing to direct
SG contributions away from CustomSuper to another fund. CustomSuper, with group insurance arrangements, may
providemore advantages for you than you could obtain throughapersonal insurancepolicy. These include thepossibility
of lower premium rates and the possibility to obtain insurance cover without having to provide medical evidence.

It is important to note that your insurance cover could be affected if youmake a choice. If the amount of your insurance
cover is affectedby your account balance, and youdecide to direct your future SG contributions away fromCustomSuper
to another fund, the terms and conditions of your insurance arrangements under CustomSuper may change. If this is
the case, we will write to you to inform you of your new insurance arrangements.

You should talk to your financial adviser before making any decisions that could affect your insurance cover.

Takeover terms for insurance

Takeover terms for insurancemay apply when your plan commences in CustomSuper and AMP Life agrees to take over
the insurance cover previously provided by another Insurer. The acceptance of takeover terms will be subject to the
receipt and acceptance of all required takeover information by AMP Life.

For transferring Employee members your Death cover in the plan will commence on the date your CustomSuper plan
commences.

Your TPD, TSC or TTD cover in the planwill also commence on the date your CustomSuper plan commences if youwere:
– ‘at work’ actively performing all the duties of your usual occupationwith your CustomSuper employer on your last

normal working day immediately before the date your CustomSuper Plan commenced, or
– on approved leave for reasons other than illness or injury on your last normal working day immediately before the

date your CustomSuper plan commenced and you were:
– ‘at work’ actively performing all the duties of your usual occupation with your CustomSuper employer on the day

before your first day of leave, and
– not disabled due to an event (eg illness or injury) occurring on a date before the date your CustomSuper Plan

commenced while on paid or unpaid leave.

Otherwise, your TPD, TSC or TTD insurance cover in the Plan will commence on the date your CustomSuper plan
commenced but will only be ‘new events cover’ (see definition in understanding superannuation terms).

Full TPD, TSC or TTD cover in the plan will commence once you are ‘at work’ actively performing all the duties of your
usual occupation with your CustomSuper employer on a day on or after the date your CustomSuper plan commenced.

For transferring family members if the above takeover terms are provided for a group of family members that already
have coverwithin a corporate super fund, itwill be agreedbetweenAMPLife, the trustee and theCustomSuper employer.

These terms for commencement of insurance cover are in accordance with the industry standard, referred to as the
Financial Services Council’s Guidance Note No. 11.00 Group Insurance Takeover Terms. A full copy of this document is
available from AMP Corporate Super Customer Service.

What happens if your salary changes?

If your insurance cover is based on your salary, AMP Life usually calculates cover using your salary as advised to AMP
Life at your plan’s last annual review. Cover will not change (even if your salary changes) until the next annual review.

If your cover does increase at the next annual review because of a salary increase and still remains below your plan’s
automatic cover limit, no underwriting will be required. Where your salary increase exceeds your plan’s AAL then you
will be required tobeunderwrittenbyproviding informationabout yourhealth. Simply complete theadditional insurance
cover form. If your application is accepted, AMP Life will write to you to confirm the increase in cover and the premium
that will apply.
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Insurance cover during unpaid leave

If you are granted leave of absence or parental leave without pay, AMP Life will continue to deduct premiums from
your account and you will retain your Death and TPD cover (if it applies) for up to two years. If you prefer to suspend
your cover temporarily during a period of unpaid leave, contact us so we can arrange this.

TSC and TTD cover (if it applies) stops during any period of unpaid leave. If you become totally disabled during a period
of up to two years unpaid leave and we are told when your unpaid leave ends before you become totally disabled, a
TSC or TTD benefit could start from the date the unpaid leave was to end or the end of the TSC or TTD waiting period
(whichever is later). If period of leave is up to two years on your return to work, TSC or TTD cover will resume, without
evidence of health, on the same basis and up to the same level that applied before you started your unpaid leave.

Insurance cover while working overseas

If you are seconded overseas, AMP Life will continue to deduct premiums from your account and youwill continue your
Death, TPD, TTD and TSC cover for up to three years.

If the secondment lasts more than three years, AMP Life will require written advice from your CustomSuper employer
(if you are an Employee member) or directly from the family member of the likely period of secondment, duties and
location before AMP Life can agree to continue cover.

What if you don’t want any cover?

Having insurance cover as part of your super plan is generally cheaper than having the same cover under a personal
insurance policy.

If you don’t want to take advantage of this and you’d prefer to cancel any of the cover provided by your CustomSuper
plan, you can. Simply write to us and tell us what cover you want to cancel.

Pleasenote: TPDcover is only available in conjunctionwithDeath cover. TSC /TTDcover is only available in conjunction
with Death or Death and TPD cover.

We suggest that you consult your financial adviser before deciding to cancel your insurance cover.

Reinstating cover

You can reinstate your cover without the need for further underwriting if you apply within 30 days of cover being
cancelled. The amount must be for the same or of lesser value.

Applications for reinstatement after 30dayswill be subject to underwriting. AMP Lifewill consider yourmedical history,
your likely future good health, your occupation, lifestyle and family history before providing cover.

Your cover will not resume until AMP Life reviews your application and confirms acceptance in writing.

Free cover period

If you are transferred to Flexible Lifetime®–Super but no insurance cover is automatically continued to Flexible Lifetime
– Super, we will provide you with 60 days free cover for death and accidental TPD, at the same level of cover you had
under CustomSuper, if you have not made a disability claim and you are not yet age 60.
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Continuation Option

AMPwill offer you a ContinuationOption to apply for Death cover of an insured dollar amount up to your CustomSuper
insured amount if you are transferred to Flexible Lifetime Super with no insurance, not yet aged 60 and you have not
made a claim for TPD.

If you complete the request to have a Continuation Option, cover will be provided based on standard retail personal
insurance premium rates.

You can apply for TPD cover too, if you are not yet aged 55 – by completing the personal statement for TPDReplacement
Cover form for TPD cover up to the amount you had under your plan.

This insurance will be added to your Flexible Lifetime® – Super personal plan. You must apply for the Continuation
Option within:
– 60 days after you receive your interim letter, or
– 60 days after you left CustomSuper (if this is later).

Any special terms, loadings or exclusions that apply to your CustomSuper cover will also apply to your Continuation
Option cover.

See thewhat happens on leaving or retirement section for further information.

What happens to your cover if you choose to close your account?

If you choose to withdraw your full account balance and close your CustomSuper account but do not leave the
employment of your CustomSuper employer, all your insurance cover will cease. No cover will be provided after the
date you leave the CustomSuper plan.

How to make a claim?

As soon as you (or your representative) become aware of a potential claim, you (or your representative) should tell us
in writing.

We will contact you (or your representative) to request information to allow us to assess your claim. For TPD, TTD or
TSC claims, this will include information about your health. AMP Life will meet the cost of any medical examination or
medical report that they request, other than the initial examination or reports required tomake a claim. However, AMP
Life will not meet the cost if you fail to attend a pre-arranged appointment.

If you are disabled while you are outside Australia or New Zealand and you qualify for a TSC claim, AMP Life may pay
you for amaximumperiod of threemonths.Wewill start paying youagainwhen you return toAustralia orNewZealand
(if you are still entitled to be paid). If we decide to pay benefitswhile you are outside Australia orNewZealand for longer
than three months, then wemay set conditions for payments.

For TPD, TTD and TSC claims, you must tell us within seven months of disablement starting (or AMP Life may reduce
the cover paid if they have been prejudiced by your delay).

The trustee can only pay the Terminal Illness or TPD benefit directly to you when you meet a condition of release in
accordance with the super cashing rules. If your Death or TPD cover commenced before 1 July 2014 and you have
continuously held that cover since, the conditions of release in super cashing rules are different from the definitions
of ‘Terminal Illness’ and ‘Total and Permanent Disablement’ under the relevant policy issued by the Insurer, and there
may be some instances where the Trustee will not be able to pay a Terminal Illness or TPD benefit directly to you. If you
do notmeet a condition of release, your benefit is held in the fund and cannot bewithdrawnuntil youmeet a condition
of release. (See the terminal medical condition, permanent incapacity, compassionate grounds and severe financial
hardship section on page 58 for more information). If the benefit cannot be paid directly to you, it will be invested into
your CustomSuper account until you meet a condition of release (see accessing your super on page 57).

Time limits apply to certain complaints to the SCT. If you have a complaint, you should contact the SCT immediately
to find out if a time limit applies. See enquiries and complaints under the important information section for further
details about the applicable time limits.

If we have notified you in writing of how we propose to pay a death benefit, you are entitled to lodge an objection
to our proposal within 28 days. If you decide to lodge an objection, we will respond with a written notice about our
final decision. Youwill then have a further 28 days from the date you receive thiswritten notice to lodge a complaint
with the SCT.
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Note: If we deny your TPD claim, you may be able to make a complaint to the SCT:
– where you complain to the SCT within six years of our decision, or
– if you have permanently ceased employment and lodged a claim within two years of ceasing employment,

where you complain to the SCT within four years of our decision.

See enquiries and complaints process under the important information section.

Calculating the amount of the insurance benefit payable

If AMP Life agrees you are disabled while you are insured through CustomSuper and an insurance benefit is payable,
the amount of the insurance benefit payable will be the sum insured at your plan’s last annual review date prior to the
date you were last ‘at work’.

If you are totally and permanently disabled while you are an insured member of the CustomSuper plan, you will be
entitled to be paid a TPD benefit, subject to satisfying a condition of release. Your TPD benefit is equal to the total
balance of your account, which will be increased by any insured TPD cover that is paid to the plan as a result of your
disablement.

If you die while you are insured through CustomSuper, the amount of the insurance benefit payable will be the sum
insured applied at your plan’s last annual review date prior to the date you die.

What happens if you are claiming a TPD benefit and you die before AMP Life has
accepted the claim?

AMP Life will consider your eligibility to claim under your Death cover. If your Death cover is paid, your TPD claim will
be cancelled and your beneficiary(ies) will not be paid a TPD benefit. You will not receive both the insured TPD benefit
and the insured Death benefit from your CustomSuper insurance cover.

Worldwide cover

Worldwide cover of your insurance cover is available through CustomSuper 24 hours a day. You can have peace ofmind
with more effective, all-round protection. However, limitations may apply and you should refer to the exclusion for
Death cover (For Family Members only), exclusion for Death cover (For Employee and Family Members), exclusion for
TPD cover (For Family members only), exclusion for TPD cover (For Employee and Family members) and exclusions for
TSC cover? sections above.

Change in the event of war

If there is an invasion or war (whether declared or not) in which Australia or New Zealand is involved, AMP Life may
change the premium rates. We will tell you if this happens.

Insurance Contracts Act

The Insurance Contracts Act 1984 requires an insurer to clearly advise an insured of their duty of disclosure before
entering into an insurance contract and the consequences of any non-disclosure.
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Duty of disclosure

Before you obtain cover under the trustee’s life insurance contract with the insurer, you have a duty to tell the insurer
anything that you know, or could reasonably be expected to know, may affect the insurer’s decision to insure you and
on what terms.

You have this duty until the insurer agrees to insure you.

You have the same duty before your insurance cover is extended, varied or reinstated.

You do not need to tell the insurer anything that:
– reduces the risk the insurer insures you for; or
– is common knowledge; or
– the insurer knows or should know as an insurer; or
– the insurer waives your duty to tell it about.

If you do not tell the insurer something

In exercising the following rights, the insurer may consider whether different types of cover can constitute separate
contracts of life insurance. If they do, the insurer may apply the following rights separately to each type of cover.

If you do not tell the insurer anything you are required to, and the insurer would not have insured you if you had told
the insurer, the insurer may avoid the cover within three years of providing it.

If the insurer chooses not to avoid the contract, it may, at any time, reduce the amount you have been insured for. This
would be worked out using a formula that takes into account the premium that would have been payable if you had
told the insurer everything you should have. However, for death cover, the insurer may only exercise this right within
three years of providing the cover.

If the insurer chooses not to avoid the cover or reduce the amount you have been insured for, the insurer may, at any
time vary the cover in away that places it in the sameposition itwouldhavebeen in if youhad told the insurer everything
you should have. However, this right does not apply for death cover.

If your failure to tell the insurer is fraudulent, the insurer may refuse to pay a claim and treat the contract as if it never
existed.

Disclosure and representations by employers and members

The trustee relies on the information provided by you and the CustomSuper employer. If the insurer refuses to pay an
insured benefit to the Trustee as a result of non-disclosure or misrepresentation, the trustee will not pay the insured
benefit to the member.

Automatic cover

A CustomSuper employer should tell us if they are aware of anything affecting their Employees as a group (other than
the information about their ages, occupations and claims experience that you have already given us) that is relevant
to the Insurer’s decision whether to accept the risk of the insurance and, if so, on what terms.

But the CustomSuper employer does not need to tell us about the health of individual Employees. If Employees do not
qualify for automatic acceptance or their cover exceeds the AAL, we will advise Employees of their duty of disclosure
when we collect information about their health from them.
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Learning about Insurance

There are many factors affecting the level of cover you may need.

Ask yourself the following questions:
– If you were to become too sick or injured to work, how long could you keep your lifestyle and pay your bills?
– If youwere to pass away, whowould repay your debts?What sort of lifestylewould your beneficiaries/family have?
– Are you self-employed? If youwere tohave anaccident andwereunable towork, howwould you cover your business

expenses? And what will it cost?

A simple way to consider your needs

To help you consider your insurance needs AMP offers a number of simple online tools you can access at any time,
– AMP life insurance calculator – This easy to use calculator can help you work out howmuch insurance you should

have.
– AMP insurance cost calculator – A simple calculator to show you howmuch insurance may cost.

Try them at amp.com.au/howmuch.
– Insurance basics video – Covers the main types of insurance and how they can help protect you and your family in

times of trouble.
– Using your super for insurance video – Explains the different types of insurance available and why it may be

beneficial to have your insurance inside your super.
– Death and total and permanent disability video – Explains the difference between death and total and permanent

disability insurance and why it’s important to you.

View them at amp.com.au/videos.
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Section ₉:

Insurance
premiums
In this section, we outline the insurance premiums that may apply to your
insurance arrangements with CustomSuper.



Low cost premiums

AMP Life’s group premiums provide cover for Employeemembers at a cost that is generally lower than if they arranged
the same cover under a personal insurance policy.

For Employee members only, your insurance premium is calculated annually at your plan’s annual review. The cost of
your cover depends on the amount and type of cover, your age and the premium rates applying to your plan or category.

The premium rates for your plan also depend on many factors1, including:

– your CustomSuper plan or category’s occupation mix,
– your CustomSuper plan or category’s gender mix,
– the number of insured members in your CustomSuper plan,
– your CustomSuper plan’s past claims experience,
– stamp duty (see section below on Government duties), and
– whether your CustomSuper plan’s insurance benefit design allows you to choose additional units.

Depending on your occupation an occupational loading may apply.

Where you have to provide details of your health to obtain cover, eg if you apply for additional cover, the premiums
deducted from your account may also depend on your health at the time you applied and were accepted for cover.

Yourmember benefit schedule andmember statement tell you your premium and stamp duty (if applicable) for the
next year. See the Government duties section.

How are your premiums paid?

We deduct premiums from your account at the end of every month (unless you are an Employee member and your
CustomSuper employer has agreed to pay your premiums). Premiums are payable fromwhen your cover starts until it
stops. To pay for your cover we will deduct your insurance premium in the following order:
– first, from any monies held in Choice investment option(s), excluding any amount held in term deposits
– if there is insufficientmoney inChoice investment option(s),wewill thendeduct fromtheAMPMySuper investment

option.

Premiums are payable fromwhen your cover starts until it stops.

TSC premiums are not payable if you are receiving a TSC benefit payment.

For employee members only, if your CustomSuper employer has agreed to pay your insurance premiums and your
CustomSuper employer stops paying them, we will change your category of membership and deduct any unpaid
premiums and all future premiums from your account. We will confirm this change to you with an interim statement.

If there isn’t enough money in your account to pay for your premiums, your cover will stop. We will write to you giving
60 days’ notice before this happens.

Will your premiums change?

We recalculate your premiums when we complete your CustomSuper plan’s annual review. Premium rates are based
on your age and generally increase as you get older.

For employeemembers only, the premium rates for all employeemembers of your CustomSuper planwill be reviewed
at your plan’s annual review, to reflect theprofile of the insuredmembers in your planandyour plan’s claimsexperience.

The premium rates are not guaranteed. AMP Life has the right to vary premium rates for all of CustomSuper in the
future. AMP Life must give AMP Superannuation Limited (ASL) three months’ notice in writing before changing these
rates. Generally, for Employee members, the new rates will apply from your plan’s next annual review.

If you make a change to your cover, such as increasing your Death cover, your premiumwill be adjusted to reflect this
change. Your new premiumwill apply from the date that AMP Life accepts the proposed changes to your cover. (For
indexation increases, see the headings indexation on your Death cover and indexation on your TPD cover under the
section details of insurance cover.)

1 For plans with small numbers of insured members, individual rating (including your occupational classification provided by your
employer) may apply as agreed with your CustomSuper employer.
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Government duties

In addition to the premiums for any insurance cover Government stamp duty or a similar tax may also be payable.

(Stamp duty is either incorporated into the base premium rates or is an additional charge).

Any additional stamp duty on insurance premiums will be:
– deducted from your account when your insurance premium is deducted, or
– paid by your employer if your employer is paying your insurance premium.

Your Member Statement will show the amount of any additional stamp duty or tax deducted.

If a State or Territory Government stamp duty or tax applies to you, it will be based on the State or Territory we record
as your address.

As stamp duty and tax differ between states/ territories, it is important that you inform us of any changes to your
address.

Additional stamp duty charges currently vary between 1.5% and 11% of the cost of premiums, depending on the
insurance benefits and the state or territory we record as your address. Additional stamp duty charges can change
without notice (up and down), as governments introduce a new stamp duty or revise an existing one or as we change
our address records.

AMPmay also change the way we recover stamp duty, from incorporating it into the base premium rates to making it
an additional charge or vice versa.

Insurance premiums for Family members

How is your premium calculated?

The cost of your cover depends on the amount, type of cover and the premium rates applying to you. Premium rates
are differentiated by sex, age, occupation, state of health, pastimes and smoking habits. Death cover premium rates
for family members are available to age 85 next birthday.

Premium quotes

You can also obtain an indicative premiumquotation by contacting your financial adviser or us. To provide an indicative
premium quotation, we will need to know details about the proposed family member:
– family member’s date of birth,
– family member’s sex,
– amount of cover desired,
– type of cover (Death or Death and TPD),
– family member smoking status, and
– family member’s occupation.

Note: Additional premium loadingsmay apply for a particular familymember, based on themember’s health, pastimes
and occupation. This will be determined when the family member’s application for insurance is underwritten by AMP
Life.

Occupation loading

For family members, depending on your occupation, an occupational loading may apply. This will apply to the TPD
component:
– White collar: professional and administrative staff (eg lawyers, accountants and clerical workers) who do not

perform any manual work or sales staff not involved in deliveries and travel within metropolitan areas.
– Light blue collar: lightmanual workers, working in an office or low risk working environment, completing full-time

home duties (eg retail assistant and barber).
– Blue collar: skilled craftsmenand tradesmen, skilledor semi-skilledworkerswhoperformmanualwork (egelectrician,

bricklayer, boilermaker and painter).

TPD factorOccupation class

1.00White collar

1.75Light blue collar

2.50Blue collar
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Family member only premium rate tables

Annual premiumrateguide (familymembers) forDeath cover per $1,000 sum insured (all occupations).

FemaleMaleAgenext
birthday

SmokerNon-smokerSmokerNon-smoker

FemaleMaleAgenext
birthday

SmokerNon-smokerSmokerNon-smoker

4.052.106.703.01520.660.660.930.9317

4.412.327.513.42530.720.720.990.9918

4.852.608.423.86540.740.741.021.0219

5.342.909.204.37551.180.661.340.8320

6.083.3310.405.07561.060.601.370.8521

6.683.8211.685.90571.030.581.390.8722

7.184.1912.596.54581.000.581.380.8623

7.874.6613.657.27590.940.541.340.8424

8.625.1814.778.14600.940.541.290.8125

9.615.8216.259.25610.930.531.250.7626

10.686.5417.8910.53620.940.531.230.7127

11.867.3619.7412.00630.940.531.210.7028

13.278.2522.2413.68640.990.531.180.6729

14.859.2425.0515.59651.010.531.210.6630

16.3710.2527.8917.70661.020.541.210.6631

17.9911.3430.9920.02671.020.551.260.6632

19.7412.5234.3922.65681.020.551.290.6633

21.5813.7838.0725.58691.040.571.340.6934

23.3415.1742.0828.82701.060.581.410.7135

25.5616.6946.9232.44711.080.591.490.7436

27.8118.4851.6736.47721.110.601.590.7837

30.4720.6056.8040.94731.140.611.690.8138

33.6423.1562.3445.91741.180.621.820.8639

37.3726.1868.3351.45751.370.691.970.9140

42.1229.7475.6157.61761.460.752.130.9741

47.1333.9082.6664.43771.580.822.321.0442

53.3738.7091.2472.03781.710.882.571.1443

59.8344.2699.5180.49791.840.942.831.2344

67.0650.59108.3989.86801.981.023.171.3645

76.5657.75120.86100.20812.221.153.471.5046

87.2565.40134.54111.54822.501.283.821.6647

99.1874.82149.38123.84832.811.424.261.8648

112.4384.81165.31137.06843.101.574.772.0949

125.9696.07181.02152.01853.401.715.342.3750
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FemaleMaleAgenext
birthday

SmokerNon-smokerSmokerNon-smoker

FemaleMaleAgenext
birthday

SmokerNon-smokerSmokerNon-smoker

3.701.905.982.6651

The premium rates are not guaranteed. AMP Life has the right to vary the premium rates applicable tomembers in the
plan in the future. Generally any new premium rates will apply from your next annual review date.

These rates are a guide only, so you should obtain an indicative premiumquotation by contacting your financial adviser
or us.

Annual premium rate guide (family members) for TPD cover per $1,000 sum insured (white collar
occupations).

FemaleMaleAgenext
birthday

SmokerNon-smokerSmokerNon-smoker

FemaleMaleAgenext
birthday

SmokerNon-smokerSmokerNon-smoker

1.070.571.070.57420.380.380.380.3817

1.230.661.230.66430.380.380.380.3818

1.400.741.400.74440.380.380.380.3819

1.580.821.580.82450.460.340.460.3420

1.810.961.810.96460.480.340.480.3421

2.071.112.071.11470.490.340.490.3422

2.351.262.351.26480.490.340.490.3423

2.661.452.661.45490.500.340.500.3424

3.041.673.041.67500.500.340.500.3425

3.531.973.531.97510.500.340.500.3426

4.082.314.082.31520.500.340.500.3427

4.682.704.682.70530.500.340.500.3428

5.373.135.373.13540.500.340.500.3429

6.143.646.143.64550.500.350.500.3530

7.094.267.094.26560.540.340.540.3431

8.154.978.154.97570.580.360.580.3632

9.335.759.335.75580.620.380.620.3833

10.666.6610.666.66590.660.380.660.3834

13.078.2613.078.26600.700.380.700.3835

15.709.9415.709.94610.700.380.700.3836

18.8211.9018.8211.90620.730.410.730.4137

22.4214.1822.4214.18630.740.410.740.4138

26.6016.8226.6016.82640.820.430.820.4339

29.2018.4729.2018.47650.890.460.890.4640

0.960.520.960.5241

The premium rates are not guaranteed. AMP Life has the right to vary the premium rates applicable tomembers in the
plan in the future. Generally any new premium rates will apply from your next annual review date.

Stamp duty may be payable in addition.
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These rates are a guide only, so you should obtain an indicative premiumquotation by contacting your financial adviser
or us.
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Section ₁₀:

Other information
about
CustomSuper
In this section you’ll read about:

Leaving your CustomSuper employer

Cooling off rights

Enquiries and complaints

AMP and your privacy

Our relationship with other service providers



Leaving the CustomSuper plan

Employee and family members must leave the CustomSuper plan:
– in relation to Employee members when they retire or when we are advised by the CustomSuper employer that

they have ceased employment, or
– in relation to family members when the Employee member in relation to whom the family member has a Family

relationship leaves the plan, or
– in relation to family members when the family member is no longer in a family relationship with the Employee

member, or
– when the Employee member or the family member has a dormant account (see the heading dormant account –

transfer to a personal account under the sectionmaking contributions for when you have a dormant account).

The Employeemember or the familymembermust informus if the familymember is no longer in a family relationship
with the Employee member.

Continuing in an AMP personal plan

Employee and family members

When you leave the CustomSuper plan we provide you with a simple solution for the transfer of your CustomSuper
account. This means that you will not have to search for a new super account, as we will handle this for you (unless
you advise otherwise).

Your super will automatically continue in a personal account. This allows you to enjoy many of the benefits of account
features that you are used to. If you have a new Other employer, they can also contribute to your personal account.

We do not charge a fee when you leave CustomSuper, but there will be some differences in your personal account
because you are no longer part of the CustomSuper plan. For example, personal insurance premiums are different to
group insurance premiums arranged through CustomSuper.

A summary of these differences is outlined below.

The payment process

Employee members

It is usual practice for CustomSuper employers to advise us when an Employee member ceases employment or where
a non-executive director ceases to qualify as a member, and to pay final contributions in the month after you finish
work.

If the CustomSuper employer pays for your fees, including any insurance premiums, this will stop at the date you leave
employment. With your automatic transfer to a new personal account, any further fees, including any insurance
premiums, (if applicable) will be deducted from your personal account.

A vesting scale may be applied to additional discretionary contributions that an employee member’s CustomSuper
employer makes. Refer to yourmember benefit schedule to check whether a vesting scale applies to your account. If a
vesting scale does apply, yourmember statementwill show your withdrawal benefit after the effect of the vesting
scale.

Employee and family members

Your account balancewill remain invested in CustomSuper until the datewe transfer it into your newpersonal account.
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Personal accounts

When the Employee member leaves their employer

When we are advised that the Employee member has left the CustomSuper employer’s employment, we will
automatically transfer the Employee member and their family member’s accounts into:
– a Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan with continuation of insurance if:

your account balance is $1,000 (at the date your exit is processed) or more, and–
– we have your current postal address, and
– you do not have a terminal illness and are not Totally and Permanently Disabled, and
– for the continuation of TPD cover and TSC/TTD cover, you are under age 60, and
– for the continuation of Death cover (For Family members only), you are under age 70,

unless you advise otherwise.

OR
– A Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan with no continuation of insurance if:

we don’t have your postal address, or–
– your account balance is less than $1,000 (at the date your exit is processed),
– you have a terminal illness or are Totally and Permanently Disabled, or
– for the continuation of TPD cover and TSC/TTD cover, you are age 60 or over, or
– for the continuation of Death cover (for family/spouse members only), you are age 70 or over,

unless you advise otherwise.

Employee and family members’ account balances will be transferred effective, as at the processing date.

Your insurance cover in CustomSuper ceases on the day the Employee member ceases employment. Your cover may
continue automatically in a Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan (see below).

If your cover does not continue, you should consider taking out cover suitable to your circumstances. A Continuation
Option may be available (see the Continuation Option section under continuing in Flexible Lifetime® – Super). For
further informationon the continuationof insurance see the sub-heading insurance coverunder theheading continuing
in Flexible Lifetime® – Super below.

When you leave CustomSuper, you are responsible for redirecting any contributions youmay have been receiving from
another employer to your new personal account with AMP (or other super provider if applicable).

When the family relationship ceases

When we are advised that you are no longer in a family relationship with an Employee member, we will automatically
transfer your account into:
– A Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan with continuation of insurance if:

your account balance is $1,000 (at the date your exit is processed) or more, and–
– we have your current address, and
– you do not have a terminal illness and are not Totally and Permanently Disabled, and
– for the continuation of TPD cover, you are under age 60, and
– for the continuation of Death cover, you are under age 70,

unless you advise otherwise.

OR
– A Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan with no continuation of insurance:

if we don’t have your postal address or–
– your account balance is less than $1,000 (at the date your exit is processed),
– you have a terminal illness or are Totally and Permanently Disabled, or
– for the continuation of TPD cover, you are age 60 or over, or
– for the continuation of Death cover, you are age 70 or over,

unless you advise otherwise.
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Your account balance will be transferred effective, as at the processing date.

Your insurance cover ceases on the day AMP is notified that your family relationship with the Employee member has
ceased. Your cover may continue automatically in a Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan (see below).

When you leave CustomSuper, you are responsible for redirecting any contributions youmay have been receiving from
another employer to your personal account with AMP (or other super provider if applicable).

Continuing in Flexible Lifetime® – Super

Membership

Flexible Lifetime® – Super is part of the AMP Superannuation Savings Trust (‘the fund’). When your Flexible Lifetime®
– Super plan starts, you will become a member of Flexible Lifetime® – Super.

We will write to you to confirm the details of your new plan that has automatically continued in Flexible Lifetime® –
Super. Flexible Lifetime® – Super is issued by ASL, as the trustee of the fund. You should consider the product disclosure
statement and fact sheets for Flexible Lifetime® – Super, available at amp.com.au/flexiblelifetimesuper in deciding
whether to continue to hold the product.

Investment options

Wherepossible, your investment choice for your existing account balance inCustomSuper andany future contributions
will continue into Flexible Lifetime® - Super (except that amounts invested in theAMPSecure Choice investment option
in CustomSuper will be invested in the AMP Cash Plus investment option in your personal plan).

Fees

Fees may change and you will be informed upon transfer. For more information please see the latest version of the
Flexible Lifetime® – Super product disclosure statement and fact sheets, which can be found at:
amp.com.au/flexiblelifetimesuper.
– If you are an employee member whose CustomSuper employer plan was receiving a MySuper Fee Rebate or a

Administration Fee Rebate, this will cease to apply.
– If youare anemployeememberwhoseCustomSuper employerwaspaying someof the fees or insurancepremiums

on your behalf, this will not apply anymore and all fees (and if applicable, insurance premiums) will be deducted
from your personal plan.

Death benefit nomination

Your binding or non-binding Death benefit nomination will continue in Flexible Lifetime® – Super.

Insurance cover

Your insurance cover (if continued) under your Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan will be effective:
– For Employee members from the day after you ceased employment with your CustomSuper employer.
– For Family members, either:

the day after AMP is notified that your Family relationship with the Employee member has ceased,–
or

– the day after the Employee member ceased employment with their CustomSuper employer.

Upon meeting the requirements under the heading Eligibility under the Personal Accounts section, Death, TPD and
TSC may continue as follows:

Death

Your Death cover (if any) will continue at the same amount of cover you had with CustomSuper on the day AMP was
advised that you were leaving the plan.

TPD and TSC

If you are an Employeemember and, at the date you left your CustomSuper employer, you are not yet age 60, your TPD
and TSC cover (if any) will continue at the same amount that you had with CustomSuper on the day AMP was advised
that you were leaving the plan.

If you are a family member at the date the Employee member left employment and, you are not yet aged 70 for Death
and age 60 for TPD (if any), your cover will continue at the same amount you had with CustomSuper.
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When we transfer your insurance cover

Your insurance cover automatically continues if:
– your account balance is $1,000 or more (at the date your exit is processed) and
– you remain eligible for the insurance cover, and
– we have your postal address.

However, if insurance is not automatically continued, you may apply for a Continuation Option for Death cover if you
are not yet age 60 and TPD cover if you are not yet age 55.

The cost of any insurance cover continued under your Flexible Lifetime® – Super plan will be higher (in some cases
considerably higher) than that which applied to your cover under CustomSuper.

The occupation classification that applied to you in your previous account for your insurance cover has also continued.
Yourpremiumsmay reduce in the futuredependingonyouroccupation. If youwant tohave youroccupation classification
reviewed please speak to your financial adviser or contact us.

All premiums payable once you are a member of Flexible Lifetime® – Super will be deducted from your personal plan
effective from the start date of the plan.

Note: If you are an Employeemember whose CustomSuper employer paid any insurance premiums on your behalf,
this will no longer apply when you leave your CustomSuper employer.

Claims under Flexible Lifetime® – Super

If you become disabled while you are a member of Flexible Lifetime® – Super and you are not working at the time, you
may not be able to claim under your TSC/TTD cover. If you claim a TPD benefit, AMP Life will assess your claim and
consider your disablement compared to your working status at the time you become disabled.

Where a claim for TPD or TSC/TTD arises, AMP Life will assess your claim under the insurance cover in place at the time
the illness or injury commenced:
– if disablement results froman illness or injury that commencedbefore thedate you transferred to Flexible Lifetime®

– Super your claim will be assessed against your insurance in the CustomSuper employer plan.
– if disablement results from an illness or injury that commenced after the date you transferred to Flexible Lifetime®

– Super your claim will be assessed against your insurance in Flexible Lifetime® – Super.

AMP Life will not pay the TPD benefit under Flexible Lifetime® – Super when disablement results from an illness or
injury that commenced before the date you left CustomSuper.

As amember under Flexible Lifetime® – Super, AMP Lifewill not pay for any condition that relates to the illness or injury
that caused you to become Totally and Permanently Disabled that occurs before the date the Employee member left
the CustomSuper employer.

Also, if your insurance cover automatically continues from CustomSuper to Flexible Lifetime® – Super, we will not pay
the TSC/TTD benefit when disablement results from an illness or injury that commenced before the date you left your
employer and for which you have been paid a TPD benefit from CustomSuper.

How can you make changes to your insurance cover?

If you do not want your Death, TPD or TSC/TTD cover to continue in your personal plan, you may, within 60 days from
the date of your confirmation letter, opt-out of your insurance in writing. If you choose to opt-out of your insurance in
writing within 60 days, any insurance premiums deducted from your personal plan will be refunded back into your
plan.

The occupation classification that applied to you in your previous account for your insurance cover has also continued.
Yourpremiumsmay reduce in the futuredependingonyouroccupation. If youwant tohave youroccupation classification
reviewed please speak to your financial adviser or contact us.
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Other claims information

If youhavemade or intend tomake a claim in relation to the cover youhad inCustomSuper, youwill be assessed against
the terms and conditions of your CustomSuper plan. Your personal plan will remain openwhile AMP Life considers the
claim, and insurance premiums will be deducted from your personal plan.

If you claimunder your CustomSuper plan andAMP Life accepts your claim and pays you a benefit, your insurance cover
in your personal plan will be cancelled (except where the claim is for TSC/TTD), and all insurance premiums that were
charged in your personal plan will be refunded.

Closing your CustomSuper account whilst still an Employee

(Employee members only)

If you choose to withdraw your full account balance and close your CustomSuper account but do not leave the
employment of your CustomSuper employer, all your insurance coverwill cease (please also see reinstating coverunder
the section other insurance information, which advises that no underwriting is required if you reinstate your cover
within 30 days of cancelling). No cover will be provided after the date you leave the CustomSuper plan. You should talk
to your financial adviser before making decisions that could affect your insurance cover. (See transfers (full or partial)
under the accessing your super section.)

When your CustomSuper employer plan is terminated

(Employee members only)

Where aCustomSuper employer initiates a transfer of funds fromCustomSuper (as distinct fromanemployee or family
memberwithdrawal on cessation of employment), these special conditionsmay applywhenwe calculate and pay your
account balance:
– we will require at least one month’s notice in writing, and
– wemay pay your account balance in three equalmonthly payments over a threemonth period at the Release Prices

applying to your unit holding at the date of payment. (See ‘Release price’ in the fees and other costs section).

Cooling-off rights

Cooling-off – a CustomSuper employer’s rights

If your employer no longer wants to be part of this plan, they canwithdraw by contacting us on 131 267. The employer
has a limited time to do this, being 14 days starting on the earlier of:
– the date the employer received the letter from us welcoming them to the plan, or
– five business days after the date of the letter welcoming the employer to the plan.

The plan cannot be returned if the employer has exercised rights or powers under the terms of the plan.

Cooling-off – a personal member's rights

Note: No cooling-off rights apply to employee members of CustomSuper.

This section only applies to family/spouse members who joined CustomSuper.

You can return it by contacting us (contact details are on the back cover). You have a limited time to do this, being 14
days starting the earlier of:
– the date you received your welcome letter, or
– five business days after the date of your welcome letter.

You cannot return your account in the CustomSuper plan if you have exercised any rights or powers available under
the terms of the plan.
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Refunds

The amount we refund to an employer or family members will be the original amount invested less any tax and
reasonable administration costs incurred by the trustee relating to the establishment of and termination of your
account in the CustomSuper plan. We will also adjust the amount to allow for the unit price of any market linked
investment options chosen.

We can only pay unrestricted non-preserved amounts direct to themember. All other amountsmust be paid to another
complying super fund. We will need the details of this fund within one month of notifying us of your withdrawal.

Enquiries and Complaints

If you are unhappy about any aspect of your account or our service, please contact AMP Customer Service.

We will try to resolve your complaint as quickly as possible and we will keep you informed about our progress.

Where we cannot resolve your complaint within 90 days or if you are unhappy with our decision, you may be able to
lodge a complaint with the Superannuation Complaints Tribunal (SCT). The SCT is an independent body established
by the Government to review certain decisions of superannuation trustees. The SCT can only become involved after
the trustee’s efforts at resolving your complaint have failed.

Superannuation Complaints Tribunal

sct.gov.au
1300 884 114
Locked Bag 3060
MELBOURNE VIC 3001

web
phone
mail

Time limits on making complaints to the SCT

Time limits apply to certain complaints to the SCT, for example in respect of total and permanent disablement claims.
If you have a complaint, you should contact the SCT immediately to find out if a time limit applies.

AMP and your privacy

Wemay collect personal information directly from you, your employer or your financial adviser.

The main purpose in collecting personal information from you is so that we can establish and manage your account.
If we are not provided with the information necessary to process your application, then wemay not be able to process
it.

We may collect personal information if it is required or authorised by law including the Superannuation Industry
(Supervision) Act 1993 , the Corporations Act 2001 and the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
(AML/CTF) Act 2006.

Wemay use your information for related purposes—for example providing you with ongoing information about
financial services that may be useful for your financial needs through direct marketing. These services may include
investment, retirement, financial planning, banking, credit, life andgeneral insurance products and enhanced customer
services thatmay bemade available by us, othermembers of the AMPgroup, or by your financial adviser. Please contact
us if you do not want your personal information used for direct marketing purposes.

Wemay need to disclose your personal information to other parties, such as:
– to other members of the AMP Group
– if you are part of an employer sponsored plan, to the employer sponsor and the financial adviser or broker (if any)

responsible for the plan
– to your financial adviser or broker (if any)
– if you are under age 18, to your parent or guardian
– if you are part of an employer-sponsored plan, to members of the policy committee for the plan (if any)
– to external service suppliers who supply administrative, financial or other services to assist the AMP Group in

providing AMP financial services, both here and overseas (a list of countries where these providers are likely to be
located can be accessed via our privacy policy)

– to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) to conduct searches on the ATO’s lost member register for lost super
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– to your spouse or another person who intends to enter into an agreement with you about splitting your super as
part of a marriage separation or a de facto (including same sex) separation (the law prevents us from telling you
if we received one of these requests for information about your account), and

– to anyone you have authorised or if required by law.

If information about your health is collected in relation to this product, then additional restrictions apply. The primary
purpose for obtaining this health information is for the insurer, AMP Life, to assess your application for newor additional
insurance. AMP Life may also use this information for directly related purposes – for example, deciding whether more
information is needed, arranging reinsurance, assessing further applications and processing claims.

Your health information may be disclosed to:
– the financial adviser or broker responsible for the account or employer plan
– if you're under age 18, to your parent or guardian
– your employer (if you're part of an employer sponsored plan), only to the extent necessary to process any claim

you make
– AMP Life (as administrator)
– AMP Life’s reinsurers
– medical practitioners
– any person AMP Life considers necessary to help either assess claims or resolve complaints
– the trustee
– anyone you have authorised, or
– anyone if required by law.

Under the AMP privacy policy youmay access personal information about you held by the AMPGroup. The AMP privacy
policy sets out the AMP Group's policies on management of personal information, including information about how
you can access your personal information, seek to have any correctionsmade on inaccurate, incomplete or out-of-date
information, howyoucanmakea complaint aboutprivacy and informationabouthowAMPdealswith such complaints.
The AMP privacy policy can be obtained online at amp.com.au or by contacting us on 1300 157 173.

Information about other individuals

Where you provide any information about one or more other persons, you agree to obtain any such person’s consent
to the disclosure and to inform them:
– of our identity,
– why their information is collected by us and how it will be used and to whom it may be disclosed by us, and
– that they may obtain access to their information from us and how to contact us.

Relationship between us and other service providers

From time to time, we may engage companies in and outside the AMP group to provide services in relation to
CustomSuper. Wemay change these service providers without giving you notice.

The companies in the AMP group we use are AMP Life, AMP Capital and AMP Bank. AMP Life, AMP Capital and AMP
Bank have given and not withdrawn their consent to the statements in relation to themselves (including their names)
being included in the PDS and the fact sheets in the form and context in which they appear.

These and other companies in the AMP groupmay receive information about you. Please refer to the section below on
‘AMP and your privacy’.

AMP Life

The superannuation policies we currently hold are issued to us by AMP Life from its No.1 and No.2 Statutory Funds.
Under these policies, AMP Life administers CustomSuper, provides insurance and invests contributions received from
CustomSuper with AMP Capital, AMP Bank, or in managed investment schemes outside the AMP group on behalf of
the trustee.

AMP Capital

AMP Capital is the investment manager appointed by AMP Life under an investment management agreement with
AMP Life and is the responsible entity for themanymanaged investment schemes that AMP Life invests in. It appoints
itself and other companies outside the AMP group to be the investment managers of these schemes. It is a subsidiary
of AMP Limited.
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AMP Bank

AMPBank is adirect bankingbusiness thatmanufactures, distributes and services lendingproducts anddeposit accounts
both to retail and wholesale customers.

AMP Life, AMP Capital and AMP Bank are subsidiaries of AMP Limited, and are companies related to us.

Collection of Tax File Numbers

We are required to tell you the following details before you provide your Tax File Number (TFN) for your super products.
Under the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993, your superannuation fund is authorised to collect your
TFN, which will only be used for lawful purposes.

These purposes may change in the future as a result of legislative change. The trustee of your superannuation fund
may disclose your TFN to another super provider when your benefits are being transferred, unless you request the
trustee of your superannuation fund in writing that your TFN not be disclosed to any other super provider.

It is not anoffencenot to quote your TFN.However, giving your TFN to your superannuation fundwill have the following
advantages (which may not otherwise apply):
– Your superannuation fund will be able to accept all types of contributions to your account(s).
– The tax on contributions to your super account(s) will not increase.
– Other than the tax that may ordinarily apply, no additional tax will be deducted when you start drawing down

your super benefits, and
– It willmake itmuch easier to trace different super accounts in your name so that you receive all your super benefits

when you retire.

If youor your employer donot provide your TFNyoumayalsobe subject to additional tax. Speak to your financial adviser
for more information.

To protect your money and to comply with legislative requirements (such as the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006) we will need on occasion to verify your identity. This means that we may need
to obtain identification information when you make a withdrawal from your account, when we change your account
details or when undertaking transactions in relation to your plan. For more information about when you can access
your super please refer to the section accessing your super.

We will need to identify:
– a member prior to allowing themember to access their super (full or partial withdrawal). We will only process the

withdrawal once all relevant information has been received and your identity has been verified.

– amember and their self-managed super fund (SMSF) prior to processing a rollover to the SMSF.Wewill only process
the rollover once all relevant informationhas been received and your identity and that of the SMSFhas been verified.

– your estate and/or your dependants if you die while you are a member. We will have to verify the identity of any
person(s), including your estate, prior to the payment of any death benefit.

– anyone acting on your behalf, including your nominated representative. If you nominate a representative, we will
identify the nominated representative before adding them as a signatory to your plan.

You also acknowledge that we may decide to delay or refuse any request or transaction, including by suspending a
withdrawal application, if we are concerned that the request or transaction may breach any obligation, or cause us to
commit or participate in an offence under any law, and we will incur no liability to you if we do so.

In limited circumstances, we may need to re-verify your identity.

Family Law and your super

If you separate or divorce from your spouse, then your interest in your super may be split. Currently, in all States and
Territories (apart fromWestern Australia), an interest in a super account may also be split if a de facto relationship
(including a same sex relationship) breaks down. Your account can also be flagged as part of a separation or divorce –
this prevents us frommaking most types of payments. The law sets down how super interests will be valued and split
for these purposes. Splitting or flagging can be achieved by the agreement between the separating or divorcing couple
or by a Court Order.

If your CustomSuper account is split, then your spouse will not automatically have a CustomSuper account of their
own. Your spouse can apply to have a personal super account with AMP, transfer the benefit to another super fund or
take the benefit in cash if they satisfy a condition of release.

If your interest is split, then your spouse’s interest may be transferred to the AMP Eligible Rollover Fund.

Because the laws regarding splitting your account on separation are complex,we recommend that you seek legal advice.
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Policy committee

A CustomSuper account may have a policy committee. The role of the policy committee is to help a member (or the
CustomSuper employer) enquire about the investment strategy, performance and operation of their CustomSuper
account. Thepolicy committeemayalso assist the trustee to obtain the viewsofmembers on these issues and in dealing
with any enquiry or complaint.

We are required to take all reasonable steps to set up a policy committee where:
– an employer has 50 or more employee members, or
– an employer has at least five but less than 50 employee members and the trustee has received a written request

to do so on behalf of at least five of those employee members.

There must be equal numbers of employer and member representatives on the policy committee. Employer
representatives are appointed or removed by the CustomSuper employer for the account. Employer representatives
can also be removed as a result of specific events under superannuation law.Member representatives of CustomSuper
policy committees are generally elected by members for a fixed term. Member representatives can only be removed
from office by the same procedure as that by which they were appointed except when they are removed as a result of
specific events under superannuation law (including expiry of their term).

Details of the policy committee arrangements (if any) for the plan are shown on your Annual Statement.

For more details of the policy committee arrangements (if any) for the plan, including obtaining a free copy of the
election rules, our guide how to set up a policy committee, please contact us.

Accurate supply and processing of information

The trustee is responsible for processing the information you and your employer provide.

However, neither the trustee nor the administrator is liable for any loss caused to you because information provided
by you or the employer is insufficient, incomplete, incorrect or delayed.

Your employer is responsible for providing us with all information required to process contributions.

The trustee is not liable for any errors or loss because of any delays in receiving information from your previous
superannuation administrator or an employer.

Regulated super fund certification from the trustee (to be shown to any contributing
employer)

The trustee has been granted a Registrable Superannuation Entity (RSE) Licence which came into effect 1 February
2006. Its RSE Licence number is L0000550. The trustee has registered the fund with APRA as an RSE. The registration
number for the fund is R1001648.

The fund is:
– a resident regulated super fund within the meaning of the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (SIS)
– not subject to a direction under section 63 of SIS, and
– has never previously been subject to a direction under section 63 of SIS.

The trustee therefore confirms that the fund is a complying superannuation fund under Part 3-30 of the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1997.

Award Modernisation – Important Information for Employers in respect of Award
covered employees

Aswell as dealingwithwages andwork conditions,mostModernAwards specify the super funds towhich an employer
can make its Superannuation Guarantee contributions and any additional post-tax employee contributions for an
employee where an employee has not exercised choice of fund (ie the employer’s ‘default fund’).

If an employer is considering using this fund as its default fund (ie the fund to which the employer will contribute
unless the employee exercises choice of fund), the employer should consider obtaining legal advice on the application
of any awards or agreements and whether they preclude it from using this fund as its default fund.

The AMP group, including AMP Superannuation Limited, does not warrant and takes no responsibility for the
appropriateness of its fund inmeeting an employer’s obligations under theModern Awards or other industrial awards,
agreements or arrangements. The Fair Work Act 2009 imposes penalties on employers for each breach of a Modern
Award.
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MeaningDefined term

AccidentalDisablementmeans youbecomeunable towork solely becauseof anAccident.Accidental Disablement

Atworkmeans actively performingall thenormal duties of your usual occupationduring
yournormalworkhourswith theCustomSuper employer andnot in receipt of (or entitled
to) income support benefits from any source includingworkers compensation benefits,
statutory transport accident benefits and disability income benefits.

At work

Accident is bodily injury caused directly or solely by violent, external and visible means
and independent of all other causes.

Accident

The longest period of time for which we will pay any one claim.Benefit period (for TSC)

A legally qualifiedmedical practitioner registered to practise in Australia, New Zealand,
the United Kingdom, the United States of America or Canada. That person may not be:

Doctor

– you, or
– your business partner, or
– a member of your immediate family.

Permanent Employee: An Employee who is entitled to annual leave and sick leave and
whose employment does not have a fixed end date, other than expected normal
retirement date.

Employment status

Contract Employee: An Employee who works regular hours and who has a contract
guaranteeing employment until a specified date.

Casual Employee: An Employee who has no entitlement to annual leave or sick leave
and no guarantee of continued employment.
Non-executive director: A director (but not an Employee) of the CustomSuper employer.

Hoursworked: If you are anewEmployee, your employerwill estimate thehoursworked
based on expected working hours per week. If you are an existing Employee adding
insurance cover, we use the average hours per week worked over the preceding three
months.

Means your TPD, TSC or TTD insurance cover does not cover disability arising from illness
or injury which caused you to not be At work actively performing all the duties of your
usual occupation with your CustomSuper employer:

New Events cover

– on your last normal working day immediately before the date your CustomSuper
plan commenced, or

– on the date your CustomSuper plan commenced, in respect of an event occurring
in the period after your last normal working day immediately before the date your
CustomSuper plan commenced.

An Employee who is entitled to annual leave and sick leave and whose employment
does not have a fixed end date, other than expected normal retirement date.

Permanent Employee

Pre-disability Incomemeans the Insured Persons income averaged over the 12 month
period immediately prior to becoming Totally Disabled.

Pre-disability income

For the purpose of determining insurance cover and calculating insurance benefits, your
salary should be your total annual remuneration package from employment including
commission, regular bonuses, fringebenefits (which is determinedby theaverage taxable
salary earned for the previous three years).

Salary

Subject to the salary advice from your CustomSuper employer we do not include super
contributionsmadeby yourCustomSuper employer (if applicable) or investment income.
HoweverAMPLifedoes include super contributionsmadebyyourCustomSuper employer
that are part of salary sacrifice arrangements between you and your CustomSuper
employer.

You may be eligible for TTD benefits if your disability meets the following definition of
disablementand it commenceswhile youwerean insuredmemberof yourCustomSuper
plan and in the active service of the CustomSuper employer (including paid leave and
unpaid leave of up to 12 months if we are told beforehand).

Temporary Total
Disablement (TTD)
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MeaningDefined term

You are temporarily Totally Disabled if, when you are in the active service of the
CustomSuper employer, you suffer disablement (other than Total and Permanent
Disablement and Accidental Disablement) resulting from an illness, accident or injury
which commences or occurs prior to the insurance cessation age or age 65 whichever
is the earlier, and as a result of which you are:
– continuously absent from your employment for the waiting period prior to the

insurance cessation age or age 65 (whichever is the earlier), and
– under the regular care and attention of a legally qualifiedmedical practitioner, and
– during the first two years of continuous absence, unable to perform each and every

normal duty as an Employee and wholly and continuously unable to carry out your
usual occupation, and

– during the remainder of the continuous absence, unable to engage in any regular
remunerative work for which you are reasonably fitted by education, training or
experience.

Terminal Illness means any condition caused by injury or illness where:Terminal Illness
AMP Life is satisfied that there is a life expectancy of 12months or less, certified by that
insured person’s attending Doctor and diagnosed on the basis of clinical findings and
reports acceptable to the Chief Medical Officer of AMP Life or his or her nominee; and
– a second Doctor certifies that the injury or illness has caused a reduction in life

expectancy to 12 months or less; and
– at least one of the Doctors is a specialist practicing in an area related to the injury

or illness suffered by the person; and
– for eachof the certificates, 12monthshasnot elapsed fromthedate the certification

was provided.

Note: If yourDeathCover commenced prior to 1 July 2014 and youhave continuously
held Death cover since, a different definition of Terminal Illness applies.

Youare Totally andPermanentlyDisabled if your Permanent disability commenceswhile
you are engaged in:

Totally and Permanently
Disabled (TPD)

Regular remunerative work:
for at least 15 hours per week and meet the definition in Part 1, 2, 3 or 5
for less than 15 hours per week and meet the definition in Part 2, 3 or 5, or
full time home duties and meet the definition in Part 2, 3, 4 or 5.

Part 1 (unlikely to work)
You suffer an illness or injury and:
– the illness or injury wholly prevents you from engaging in Regular remunerative

work for at least the TPD waiting period, and
– since you became ill or injured, you have been under the regular care and attention

of a Doctor for that illness or injury.

Part 2 (loss of use of limbs and/or sight)
You suffer an illness or injury that results in the total and irrecoverable loss of:
– the use of two limbs, or
– the sight of both eyes, or
– the use of one limb and the sight of one eye,

where a limbmeans thewhole hand below thewrist or thewhole foot below the ankle.

Part 3 (loss of independent living)
You suffer an illness or injury and become totally and permanently unable to perform
at least two of the Activities of Daily Living without assistance from someone else.
Activities of Daily Living
– Washing: you can wash yourself by somemeans.
– Dressing: you can put clothing on or take clothing off.
– Feeding: you can get food from a plate into your mouth.
– Continence: you can control both your bowel and your bladder function.
– Mobility: you can:

– get in and out of bed, and
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MeaningDefined term

– get on or off a chair/toilet, and
– move from place to place without using a wheelchair.

Part 4 (home duties)
You suffer an illness or injury while engaged in home duties and:
– the illness or injury wholly prevents you from engaging in any home duties for at

least six months in a row, and
– since you became ill or injured you have been under the regular care and attention

of a Doctor for that illness or injury, and
– inAMP Life’s opinion, the illness or injurymeans that you are unlikely to ever engage

in all home duties.

Part 5 (loss of cognitive functioning)
You suffer an illness or injury while engaged in Regular remunerative work or full-time
homeduties and you suffer significant andpermanent cognitive impairmentwith a loss
of intellectual capacity, and you are required to be under the continuous care and
supervision of some else.

Associated definitions:
Homeduties include cleaning the family home, shopping for food andhousehold items,
meal preparation, laundry services, and caring for aDependant child or otherDependant
(if applicable) of your immediate family.

Permanent disability:
Permanent disability means in AMP Life’s opinion you have become incapacitated by
injury or illness (whether physical or mental) to such an extent that you are unlikely to
ever work in or attend to Regular remunerativework for which you are reasonably fitted
by education, training or experience.

Regular remunerative work:
Youare engaged inRegular remunerativework if youaredoingwork in any employment,
business or occupation. You must be doing the work for reward – or hope of reward –
of any type.

Net earnings:
Your total, before tax, incomepackage fromemployment, including commissions, regular
bonuses, fringe benefits and any other items relating to your own efforts, less tax
deductible business expenses related to earning that income. However, AMP Life does
not include superannuation contributions made by your employer that are part of a
salary sacrifice arrangement between you and your employer.
When you own (directly or indirectly) all or part of the business or practice, Net earnings
means income earned by the business or practice as a result of your personal exertion
or activities less your share of the business expenses incurred in earning that income.
AMP Life does not include investment income.
TPDwaiting periodmeans six consecutivemonths from the last day atwork prior to the
illness or injury.

Note: If your TPD cover commenced prior to 1 July 2014 and you have continuously
held TPD cover since, a different definition of Totally and Permanently Disabled will
apply.

You may be eligible for TSC benefits if your disability meets the following definition of
disablementand it commenceswhile youwerean insuredmemberof yourCustomSuper
plan and in the active service of the CustomSuper employer (or in the case of a personal
member, you are engaged in work).

Totally Disabled for
Temporary Salary
Continuance (TSC)

You are Totally Disabled if you suffer an illness or injury while in the active service of the
CustomSuper employer (or in the case of a personal member, you are engaged in work),
and as a result you are:
unable to do your usual occupation because you are ill or injured, and
under the ongoing care of a doctor, and
not doing any remunerative work.
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MeaningDefined term

When AMP Life assess your ability to do your usual occupation, the assessment is based
on your capacity to carry out any one duty or combination of duties that are critical to
the proper performance of your usual occupation.

Is a period of time, usually 1, 2, 3, or 6 months that the CustomSuper employer has
chosen for their plan in which no benefits are payable. You must be totally disabled for
the duration of the waiting period before a benefit can become payable.

Waiting period

Note: If, during the waiting period, you reach age 65 or the nominated insurance
cessation date for your plan (if earlier), you will not be eligible to claim because your
TSC insurance cover will have ceased.
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Contact us
1300 653 456 - 8.30am – 6pm (Sydney time) Monday – Fridayphone
02 8837 7856fax
amp.com.au/customsuperweb
customsuper@amp.com.auemail
CustomSuper
AMP Corporate Super
Customer Service
Locked Bag 5400
PARRAMATTA NSW 1741
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